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The principles for successful
fleet management services in
the twenty-first century
George R. Crombie, MPA, BCEE
APWA President
quipment
maintenance
technicians remind me a
lot of linemen on a football team. Their names are
not in the headlines after a game,
but those who appreciate the game
know how valuable they are to a
winning team. Show me an exceptional fleet maintenance program
in public works and you will find
an outstanding public works department. You can have all the plans in
the world, but if you do not have a
well-managed fleet program all else
will fail.
As we enter the twenty-first century effective and efficient fleet operations will play a dominant role
in measuring the effectiveness of a
public works department. Snow removal, street sweeping, emergency
management, and all other public
works services begin with well-designed and -maintained equipment.
Outlined below is what I believe are
the ten essential elements of a wellmanaged fleet program.

Strategic Planning
Today public works fleet departments are in competition for the
delivery of services. Communities
are being watched by others as to
their effectiveness. Those fleet operations that are poorly run become
prime targets for takeover by others.
Too often the value of developing a
strategic plan is underestimated. A
strategic plan that identifies essential goals and objectives of the fleet
maintenance division is essential.
Understanding customer needs, important investments, competition,
training requirements, inventory
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chain, and required strategies to
stay competitive in the future will
provide a fleet division multiple advantages to manage from a proactive vs. reactive mode of operation.
Oftentimes in meetings with peers
and elected officials, a fleet manager
is expected to provide opinions with
little notice and preparation. The
more a fleet manager understands
his/her operations, the better position he/she will be in to provide
the correct answer. Time spent in
strategic planning will pay major
dividends in improving your fleet
operations.

Education
Education plays a vital role in an effective fleet maintenance program.
The sophistication of equipment today far outweighs the past. There is
a direct correlation between education and a well-trained fleet maintenance staff. A fleet maintenance
program that keeps training skills
up-to-date will always outpace its
competitors. I want to commend
the APWA Fleet Services Committee
for the role they are playing in educating fleet technicians. One of the
first certification programs offered
by APWA was the Certified Public
Fleet Professional. The committeesponsored August 4 Click, Listen
& Learn program, “How to Train
Your Fleet,” provides an overview of
how two agencies work within the
New England and North Carolina
Chapters to get well-rounded training for their small fleets, as well as
neighboring communities. The key
to the success of the program and
others like it is that public works de-
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partments provide education for their
fleet maintenance staff for little or no
charge, and the program is sponsored
by the chapter. Tom Collins, a member
of the Fleet Services Committee from
the Town of Natick, Mass., a champion of fleet maintenance education
and this year’s recipient of the APWA
Donald C. Stone Award for Excellence
in Education, has led the way in the
New England area in fleet maintenance
education. Every year Tom’s fleet education seminar sells out.

could not be further from the truth.
If this was the case companies would
not spend billions of dollars in advertising each year. An important strategy
of a fleet operation is selling itself to
its users and the community. Developing program budgets, celebrating
employee achievements with the community, involving vocational schools
in equipment fleet operations, and inviting the community into your facilities are vital components in building
community support. In the twentyfirst century think about developing
your equipment fleet operations into
a virtual classroom for the community and vocational students. Teaching

Telling a Story
We often believe that everyone understands the value of our work. This

Diversity
Awareness
Corner

and educating young minds not only
brings tremendous benefits to those
students involved, but will make everyone better in the organization. Fleet
technicians who have the opportunity
to work with students will be enriched
by the experience.

Benchmarking
Albert Einstein said that if you keep doing things in the same old way, you will
keep getting the same old answers. We
live in a world where new technologies
are evolving constantly. A progressive
fleet operation is always looking at itself with different lenses and evaluating its competitors, new technology,

“Civilizations should be measured by the degree of
diversity attained and the degree of unity retained.”
- W. H. Auden (1907-1973), British poet
and playwright
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Cutting-Edge Technology
The public sector and our universities
have always played a major role in testing and experimenting with new technology. In the twenty-first century,
equipment fleets will go through a significant transformation in technology
and energy sources. Hybrid technology, alternative fuels, emission controls
to reduce greenhouse gases, and engine
standards will revolutionize equipment fleets. A key responsibility of the
public sector is to test and demonstrate
new equipment technologies in a community. Envision for a moment an
equipment fleet operation that holds a
field day each year that introduces the
community to new vehicle technology.
Part of any effective operation is to engage in technology, and to teach others
based on their findings.

cost effectiveness, and always wanting
to be on the cutting edge in the profession. Benchmarking should not be
viewed as a negative, but a positive exercise to improve the delivery of fleet
services. Engaging all fleet technicians
in roundtable discussions and reviewing the latest advancements in the field
will lead to new ideas and innovation.
Too often getting employees involved
in the decision-making process is undervalued as to the benefits it will pay
in higher productivity and employees
feeling good about themselves.

Equipment Specification Writing
Building an effective equipment fleet
begins with selecting the right equipment and writing a good specification. This exercise starts with understanding the needs of those who will
operate the equipment, and estimating the miles and hours the equipment will be used for. No longer can
a public works department afford to
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purchase equipment that sits idle for
most of the year. Public works equipment that can provide multi-purpose
functions throughout the year will pay
back major dividends. A poor equipment specification will in return get
an impoverished piece of equipment.
In the public sector you are dealing in
a competitive bid atmosphere. Poorly
written specifications provide an opening for those with inferior equipment
to bid. The root cause for inadequate
equipment, equipment downtime,
and high maintenance costs over the
life of a piece of equipment is found in
the planning and specification writing
process. When making a capital investment both purchasing and operating
costs need to be part of the selection
determination process and the analysis should be part of the specification
requirements. (See the article “Writing
specs for winter” in this issue.)

The Fleet Services Committee has also
been hard at work making contacts
with exhibitors for the Denver Congress to ensure that, where possible,
representatives and examples of new
technology are available on the exhibit
floor. APWA is pleased to announce
that Komatsu will be introducing the
world’s first hybrid excavator on the
Congress show floor.

Regulations and Safety
One of the first things I like to do when
visiting a public works department is
to visit the equipment maintenance
operations. This experience usually
speaks volumes for the rest of the department. As I walk around the equipment maintenance floor, I look for
eye wash dispensers, the use of safety
glasses, signing, first aid kit, manuals,
record-keeping systems, shop cleanliness, proper ventilation, appropriate
lifts, inventory controls, condition of
the equipment, spill control plans for
fuel and solvents, paint and welding
areas, and suitable storage of chemicals
and solvents. I observe the break room
for training certifications. I talk with
the fleet technicians and quickly discover whether or not they are feeling
good about the work they are doing. I

have always admired the truthfulness
of equipment technicians. They tell
you like it is.
Regulation and safety standards are at
the heart of an effective fleet operation.
Ignoring safety and regulatory standards is like playing poker; sooner or
later you are going to lose financially,
get someone hurt, and lose credibility
in your community. It just takes one
OSHA inspection, a bad accident, or a
visit from the EPA that establishes poor
operating procedures and the results
can be devastating to a fleet operation
and manager. Investments in training,
putting into place proper procedures,
and preventable accidents will always
be more cost effective than paying
penalty fines and accident claims. The
community and elected officials will
never excuse you after the fact for allowing improper safety procedures and
violation of regulatory requirements.
Regardless of budget constraints, a fleet
maintenance operation should not
operate without suitable standards in
place. A number of years ago the New
England Chapter negotiated an inspection and training program with EPA
that allowed public works operations
over a specific period of time to come
into compliance without penalties during the grace period. The program was
a huge success in upgrading facilities. It
was a win-win for the community, its
employees, and the environment.

training and education, safety, technician workload, and new transportation
technologies. Sustainability is all about
doing things right and staying on the
cutting edge of the profession. When
making plans to attend the September
APWA Congress in Denver, be certain
to register for the Workshop Wednesday workshop/tour of the City and
County of Denver’s new state-of-theart fleet facility. Denver’s Fleet Services
Division is another example of the best
in class when it comes to fleet management. They have received a number
of grants for pioneering innovation in
fleet management operations.

Certification Requirements
I mentioned above how important education is to effective fleet operations.
But I can’t overemphasize the importance of having your staff certified in
a number of disciplines as they relate
to fleet operations. We live in a world
where certifications recognize competence in a field of study. Certifications

provide fleet technicians with the following opportunities: employees will
be more efficient at their work; certifications build self-confidence in one’s
abilities; and respect from fellow employees and the community increases,
which can lead to enhanced compensation and job satisfaction. Most certifications require continuing education
credits on an annual basis that always
keeps your fleet staff up-to-date. As a
public works director for decades, I
can tell you that your ability to secure
training funds goes up significantly
when you tell elected officials that specific credentials are essential to keeping
your employees certified. My hope is
that every public fleet service division
across North America has at least one
APWA Certified Public Fleet Professional over the next decade, and all public
fleet technicians will be certified in at
least one discipline. In our continuing efforts to ensure that APWA members are aware of the latest regulations
and requirements, next spring’s Click,

Sustainability
Sustainability is more than a debate
around climate change. Sustainability
is a principle that if I manage an operation towards economic prosperity,
an enhanced quality of life, and a sustainable environment, I will outpace
my rivals. There is no better example
of this principle in the fleet operation
business than the City of Minneapolis’s green fleet policy under the leadership of Fleet Services Committee Chair
John Scharffbillig. The principles of
this program include justification for
vehicles, frequency use, suitability,
fuel efficiency, emission control, initial
and long-term cost, safety and repair,
    August 2011         APWA Reporter
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Listen & Learn schedule will include
a program addressing emergency vehicle technician training and certification. Check future fleet and operations
infoNOW messages and the website for
announcements and details.

Creating Multi-Discipline Teams
Great public works agencies work with
both external and internal customers
to ensure services are being provided
in an effective and efficient manner.
Managing a fleet division is more than
just fixing equipment; it is an important cog in the successful integration
of all operations and services within
a community. This requires that fleet
managers see themselves as team players, working for the greater good of the
organization. Opportunities and good
ideas come from working with others
and the sharing of information. With
the transformation to sustainability
standards, the equipment fleet manager and staff will need to work in a collaborative fashion with others in the
community.
In summary, the next time a public
works department performs well in a
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snowstorm, the community’s streets
are clean, and refuse is picked up day
after day without delays, go down to
the fleet services division and thank
the equipment maintenance technicians. They are the linemen of an effective public works operation and we
can’t run without them.
I want to commend members of the
APWA Fleet Services Committee—
Chair John Scharffbillig, City of Minneapolis, Minn.; Thomas Collins,
Town of Natick, Mass.; Venu Gupta,
P.E., City of Milwaukee, Wis.; Dennis
Hogan, CPFP, CAFM, City of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; Ron Brown, CPFP, City of
Conover, N.C.; and Mary Joyce Ivers,
CPFP, City of Ventura, Calif.—for their
dedication in leading the advancement
of fleet service management in the
twenty-first century.
Special thanks go to my good friend
and APWA Board member Ken Nerland
from the City of Fresno, Calif., who
has mentored the Fleet Services Committee over a number of years. Ken will
be leaving the Board this September.
His service to the fleet service profession has been exemplary. Ken is a great

leader in fostering the management of
fleet services in the public works profession.
Last but not least I want to thank all
of the equipment manufacturers for
the tremendous support they provide
APWA National and our APWA chapters across North America. Many of the
educational programs sponsored by
APWA throughout the year are a result
of the support they provide to APWA.
At Congress this year take a moment
on the exhibit floor and thank them
for all they do to support public works
education. Hope to see all of you in
Denver next month.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Call our reprint
department at
(800) 259-0470 for
complete details.

For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Education.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available. Questions? Call the Professional
Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2011
Aug 2

MUTCD Changes Every Local Agency Needs To Know (Rebroadcast)

Aug 4

How To Train Your Fleet (Live)

Aug 11

How To Be FEMA Ready When Disaster Hits (Live)

Aug 15		

Public Infrastructure Inspector Study Guide Part 1 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 16

Public Fleet Professional Study Guide Part 1 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 17

Stormwater Manager Certification Study Guide Part 1 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 22

Public Infrastructure Inspector Study Guide Part 2 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 23		

Public Fleet Professional Study Guide Part 2 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 24

Stormwater Manager Certification Study Guide Part 2 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 29		

Public Infrastructure Inspector Study Guide Part 3 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 30		

Public Fleet Professional Study Guide Part 3 (Rebroadcast)

Aug 31		

Stormwater Manager Certification Study Guide Part 3 (Rebroadcast)

Sep 13		

Sustainable Utility Construction: Methods and Techniques (Rebroadcast)

Sep 18-21

2011 APWA Congress - The Best Show in Public Works – Denver, CO

Sep 27

Selection Success (Rebroadcast)

Oct 11

Now To Be FEMA Ready When Disaster Hits (Rebroadcast)

Oct 20 		

Got Potholes? Infrared Asphalt Restoration Is Your Solution (Live)

Oct 27 		

Liquid Usage in Winter Maintenance (Live)

Nov 10		

The New AASHTO Transportation Green Book (Live)

Dec 8		

Clients and Consultants – How to Work Together for the Best
Possible Project (Live)

If you have expertise in any of these upcoming topics, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise and perspective on
the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/
= Click, Listen, & Learn program

= Web-Based Training

= Live Workshop

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP
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President Crombie presents Senator Inhofe
with APWA’s Citation for Exemplary Service
to Public Works
Laura Bynum
Communications/Media Relations Manager
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.
PWA President George Crombie presented APWA’s 2011
Citation for Exemplary Service to Public Works to Sen.
James M. Inhofe of Oklahoma on June
23, 2011 in Washington D.C. Joining
President Crombie in the award presentation were APWA Oklahoma Chapter President Paul Ryckbost, and APWA
Oklahoma Chapter Delegate Keith
Duncan.
The APWA Citation for Exemplary
Service to Public Works recognizes an
eminent government or other public
service leader for far-reaching positive
impact on local, state or national public works programs, services or policies
through distinguished public service
and commitment.
“On behalf of APWA, I am honored to
present Senator Inhofe with this muchdeserved recognition,” said President
Crombie. “During his 17-year tenure
in the United States Senate, Senator Inhofe’s efforts and initiatives have contributed immensely to essential public
infrastructure projects, our quality of
life, and the public works profession.”
Sen. Inhofe currently serves as the
Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works (EPW), which has jurisdiction
over a broad range of environmental
policy and public works programs. The
committee’s work includes legislation
and oversight regarding construction
and maintenance of highways, bridges
and dams; public buildings; flood control and improvements of rivers and
harbors; regional economic development; water and air quality; environmental regulation; solid waste disposal
and recycling; and environmental research and development.
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“It is also an honor for the APWA Oklahoma Chapter to be present in Washington, D.C., to award Senator Inhofe
with the Oklahoma Chapter 2011 Citation for Exemplary Service to Public
Works,” said APWA Oklahoma Chapter President Paul Ryckbost. “From his
years as a member of the Oklahoma
House of Representatives, to his positions as minority leader of the Oklahoma Senate, Mayor of Tulsa, and
Congressman from Oklahoma’s First
Congressional District, as well as his
present position as Oklahoma’s Senior
United States Senator, Senator Inhofe
has served Oklahomans and the public
works profession with distinction and
honor.”
“We applaud Senator Inhofe for his
leadership and tireless support rebuild-

ing, maintaining and improving our
nation’s public infrastructure,” President Crombie said. “Infrastructure is
the backbone of every community, and
it strengthens and sustains our towns,
cities and rural communities, improves
our economic competiveness, protects
the environment, public health and
safety, and enhances our quality of
life.”
Sen. Inhofe has made numerous contributions to public works. As chairman of the Senate’s Environment and
Public Works Committee from 2003
to 2006, Sen. Inhofe led the way in
achieving passage of the 2005 surface
transportation bill, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, known
as SAFETEA-LU, in which he helped to

Sen. James Inhofe of Oklahoma accepts two awards, the Citation for Exemplary Service to
Public Works from APWA President George Crombie and the Oklahoma Chapter’s Citation for
Exemplary Service to Public Works from Oklahoma Chapter President Paul Ryckbost. Pictured
from l-r are APWA President George Crombie, Sen. James Inhofe, Oklahoma Chapter President
Paul Ryckbost and Oklahoma Chapter Delegate Keith Duncan.

shepherd the $286 billion legislation
through the Senate with bipartisan
support. Representing the largest surface transportation investment in the
nation’s history, SAFETEA-LU provides
funding to maintain and improve vital
transportation infrastructure, including roads, bridges and public transportation systems.
In 2007, Sen. Inhofe led the effort to
prioritize Army Corps of Engineer
projects through reauthorization of
the Water Resources Development Act
(WRDA). The bill passed with significant bipartisan support. Sen. Inhofe
also played a key role in the recent congressional passage of legislation requiring federal agencies to comply with local stormwater fees for treatment and
management of polluted stormwater
runoff.
In addition, Sen. Inhofe has authored
legislation to reauthorize the Economic Development Administration (EDA),
established under the Public Works
and Economic Development Act of
1965 to generate jobs, help retain existing jobs, and stimulate industrial and
commercial growth in economically
troubled areas. EDA programs assist
local communities with grants for the
construction or upgrade of essential
public infrastructure, such as water and
wastewater systems and transportation
facilities, to accommodate business expansion plans and attract jobs.
Sen. Inhofe was elected to the Senate
in 1994. He served in the House of Representatives from 1987-1994 and was
Mayor of Tulsa, Oklahoma from 1978
to 1984. He served in the Oklahoma
state legislature from 1967 to 1977.
Laura Bynum can be reached at (202)
218-6736 or lbynum@apwa.net.

“There is a sufficiency in the world for man’s need
but not for man’s greed.”
– Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869-1948),
Hindu religious leader, nationalist,
and social reformer
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Candidates for the APWA Board of
Directors named

even nominees are on the ballot
for election to the APWA Board
of Directors in 2011. Two candidates selected by the National
Nominating Committee include Elizabeth Treadway, Vice President, AMEC
Environment and Infrastructure, Johnson City, Tenn., for President-Elect,
and Brian R. Usher, Director of Public
Works, City of Largo, Fla., for Directorat-Large, Fleet and Facilities Management. The President-Elect will serve
one year as President-Elect, one year
as President, and then one year as Past
President.
Five candidates nominated by regional
nominating committees as directors
include Rick Stinson, Director of Public Works, Town of Wakefield, Mass.,
for Region I Director; Edward A. Gottko, P.E., Town Administrator (retired),
Town of Westfield, N.J., for Region II
Director; Linda Petelka, B.Sc., Manager,
Wastewater Program Planning Section,
The Regional Municipality of Peel,
Ontario, for Region V Director; Larry
Stevens, P.E., Senior Project Manager,
Howard R. Green Company, Johnston,
Iowa, for Region VI Director; and Ronald J. Calkins, P.E., Director of Public
Works (retired), City of Ventura, Calif.,
for Region VIII Director.
In 2007, the APWA membership approved a Bylaws change to the Regional
and At-Large Directors’ terms of office.
All new directors on the Board are eligible for three two-year terms of office
for a total of six consecutive years. All
current directors completing their first
term of three years will be eligible for a
second term of three years for a total of
six consecutive years. All terms for individuals on the ballot will begin at the
start of Congress in September 2011.
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The 11-member National Nominating Committee includes the two most
recent APWA Past Presidents and one
representative of each of APWA’s nine
regions as recommended by the Regional Directors and appointed by the
APWA National President. The 2011
committee was comprised of the chair,
Past President Noel Thompson, Consultant, Thompson Resources, Louisville, Ky.; Past President Larry Koehle,
P.Eng., President, L&N Koehle Consulting Services, Brampton, ON; Tom
DeMaio, General Manager, Holyhood
Cemetery Association, Newton Lower
Falls, Mass.; William Rafferty, City Engineer (retired), Vineland, N.J.; William
(Bo) Mills, Director of Public Works,
City of Germantown, Tenn.; Monty
Jackson, Public Works Director, City of
Meridian, Miss.; Larry Lux, President,
Lux Advisors, Ltd, Plainfield, Ill.; Phil
Broyles, P.E., Director of Public Works,
City of Springfield, Mo.; David A.
Moody, retired, part-time City of Peoria, Ariz..; Vanessa Conrad, Manager
of Administration, Wastewater Enterprise, City & County of San Francisco,
Calif.; and Jill Marilley, Senior Project
Manager, HDR, Shoreline, Wash.

Elizabeth Treadway
President-Elect
Elizabeth Treadway
is Vice President
with AMEC Environment and Infrastructure, Johnson
City, Tenn., and has
been with the firm
for 12 years. Her
responsibilities with AMEC include
leading the water resource practice area
and working with officials from many
locations on solving water resource is-

sues. Prior to joining AMEC, Treadway
worked for the City of Greensboro,
N.C., for 16 years in public works, joining the department in 1983 as a Transportation Planner. After being promoted to Environmental Services Director,
she was responsible for the delivery of
solid waste collection and disposal, recycling, stormwater management, fleet
management, hazardous waste management, and household hazardous
waste collection and disposal.
Treadway has been actively involved in
APWA since 1986 at both the chapter
and national levels. In addition to having been North Carolina Chapter President, she has been the chapter’s committee chair for the Administrative,
Audit, Budget, Education and Training, Nominating, State Government
Affairs, and PACE Committees. At the
national level, she has been a member
of the Water Resources Management
Committee (1995-98; Chair, 1996-97),
Government Affairs Committee (19982000), Congress Planning Committee
(1995-97), Membership Committee
(Chair, 2009-11), and most recently
co-chaired the Certification and Professional Development Group. Treadway was named one of APWA’s Top
Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year in
1997. She is currently serving her third
two-year term as Region III Director.
“Concepts of sustainability and our
professional development program
must be integrated into a cohesive
strategy that builds the talent in our
public works industry that will be
able to address issues such as climate
impacts, economic stability and technology advancements,” Treadway says.
“The Association is moving forward
on these focus areas and, as President-

Elect, I will support the advancement
of our role in providing the platform
within the Association’s agenda. Sustaining our Association is also an element within this concept—financial
strength as well as mission relevancy
must stay on the forefront of our planning as we go forward.”

Brian R. Usher
Director-at-Large
Fleet and Facilities Management
As Director of Public Works for the
City of Largo, Fla.,
Brian R. Usher is
responsible for the
management of the
five operating divisions within the
Department of Public Works: Street &
Drainage Maintenance, Facilities Management, Solid Waste, Fleet Management, and Administration. Together
these activities account for services on
more than 250 miles of street, over 40
public structures, and over 500 Cityowned vehicles (including police and
fire apparatus). Additionally, the Public
Works Department is responsible for
the repair and maintenance of 34 facilities with a total area just over 500,000
square feet. Usher has been actively
involved in fleet management since
1980, with responsibilities for specification writing, fleet management
system development and implementation, and fuel system upgrades for environmental compliance.
Usher has been an active 27-year
member of APWA, serving in numerous leadership roles both locally and
nationally. He served in all five officer positions with the Chicago Metro
Chapter, served as the chapter’s Membership Chair and Education Chair for
two years, and served on the APWA
Congress Host Committee for the
1994 Chicago Congress. He served on
the national Emergency Management
Committee for six years (2002-08) and
chaired the committee in 2003-04. He
also chaired APWA’s Homeland Security Task Force (2002-03) and is currently
chairing the Engineering and Technol-

ogy Committee. Usher was named one
of APWA’s Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year in 2005.
“I have always thought that the largest benefit APWA has over other professional organizations is the broad
spectrum of technical subjects our
members represent,” Usher says. “It is
the only such organization that I know
of where for the entire field of public
works you can go to one meeting, one
website, and one organization and see
the most current and functional information and equipment on the market.
I would be proud to work with the other Board members to continue this vital role APWA plays in the public works
sector.”

Rick Stinson
Director, Region I
Rick Stinson has
served as the Director of Public Works
for the Town of
Wakefield,
Mass.,
since 2001. He directly oversees ten
divisions which include Highway, Water, Sewer, Parks,
Forestry, Cemetery, Fleet Maintenance,
Buildings, Administration, and Engineering. He previously served as the
Director of Operations for the Town of
Danvers, Mass., from 1994-2001, and
as Business Manager, Town of Wakefield, from 1988-1994. Stinson currently serves on Wakefield’s Galvin Middle
School Advisory Building Committee, the Massachusetts Safe Routes to
Schools Task Force, Wakefield’s World
War II Monument Committee, and
Wakefield’s Traffic Advisory Committee.
Stinson is a current member of APWA’s
Finance Committee and chaired the
Task Force on Future Conferences. He
has been a member of the Governance
Task Force (2006), National Nominating Committee (2004-05), Top Ten
Public Works Leaders Selection Committee (2005-08), and Livable Communities Task Force (1997-98). He served
on the New England Chapter Board of

Directors for 15 years (1993-2008) and
served as Chapter Delegate (2002-09)
and Chapter President (2001). He has
served on a number of chapter committees and chaired the Steering Committee for the 2010 Boston Congress.
Stinson was named one of APWA’s Top
Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year
in 2003.
“The greatest challenge that we face
as an association is making APWA and
public works an equal player with police, fire and educators,” Stinson says.
“As Region I Director, I want to address this challenge by building and
strengthening our membership, increasing educational opportunities for
members, increasing our government
affairs activities on both national and
state levels, increasing and strengthening our certification efforts, and providing a public works resource that our
members as well as others can utilize in
order to be the go-to agency in a community. Our name needs to be heard
constantly.”

Edward A. Gottko, P.E.
Director, Region II
Edward A. Gottko’s
career in public
works began in
1970 as the Assistant City Engineer
for the City of Bayonne, N.J. In 1979
he was appointed
the Town Engineer/Director of Public
Works for the Town of Westfield, N.J.,
and in 1994 was appointed the Town
Administrator at Westfield. In 2000 he
retired from public service and now
serves as an adjunct professor at several
colleges in New York and New Jersey.
Gottko has been a member of APWA
since 1972 and recently served as a
member of the Certification/Education
Task Force. He is a former member of
the Finance Committee (2008-10) and
has served on a number of other committees, including the Master’s Degree
Task Force (Chair, 2005-06) and the Education Committee (2004). Gottko is a
Past President of the New Jersey Chap    August 2011         APWA Reporter
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ter and has also chaired the chapter’s
Education/Training Committee. In
2002 he received the Donald C. Stone
Award for Excellence in Education. He
is completing his second two-year term
as Director of Region II.
“During my term as a member of the
APWA Board of Directors, I hope to
build upon my work over the last four
years,” says Gottko. “This will include
continuing to work on the strategic
planning effort, continuing to make
sure that the decisions we make ensure
the financial viability of the Association, and continuing my work in the
area of education to make sure that we
are providing those educational programs needed by our members to advance the profession.”

Linda Petelka, B.Sc.
Director, Region V
As
Manager
of
Wastewater
Program Planning for
the Regional Municipality of Peel,
Ontario, Linda Petelka and her staff
are responsible for
programs and services such as the Inflow and Infiltration Program, Flow
Monitoring Program, Standards Development, Hydraulic Modeling, Local Improvements, and Servicing Feasibility Studies. Prior to her current
position, she worked for the Regional
Municipality of Halton, Ontario, for 23
years, where she played an influential
role in guiding the Region through a
period of unprecedented industry-wide
change. Petelka played a critical role in
transforming the Canadian National
Water and Wastewater Benchmarking
Initiative partnership into the Canadian standard for water and wastewater
best practice development.
Petelka has been a member of the
CPWA Board of Directors since 2009.
She has been a member of the Ontario Chapter’s Board of Directors since
2000, serving as Chapter President
in 2008; she also currently chairs the
Membership Committee. Petelka organized the chapter’s response to the
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St. Bernard Parish volunteer effort for
the New Orleans Congress (2008) in
support of APWA’s initiative. She was
named one of APWA’s Top Ten Public
Works Leaders of the Year in 2009 and
was the recipient of APWA’s Community Involvement Award in 2010.
“The number one challenge facing
APWA today is the economy,” Petelka
says. “To address this challenge, I plan
to work with the various chapters to
develop outreach strategies to elected
officials. When working with less and
expecting more it is more important
than ever to have a flexible and welleducated workforce. How can we be
more effective at communicating and
engaging the elected officials? We need
to bring those solutions back to APWA
for consideration.”

Larry Stevens, P.E.
Director, Region VI
Since 1976, Larry
Stevens has served
in numerous leadership roles, including Assistant City
Engineer, City of
Grinnell, Iowa; City
Engineer, City of
Oskaloosa, Iowa; and City Engineer/
Public Works Director at Oskaloosa. After serving as the Director of the Iowa
Statewide Urban Design and Specifications (SUDAS) Program at the Institute for Transportation at Iowa State
University, Stevens joined Howard R.
Green Company, Johnston, Iowa, as
Senior Project Manager in 2010.
Stevens has recently been appointed
by APWA (as a founding member) to
the Board of Directors of the Institute
of Sustainable Infrastructure. In addition, he serves as APWA’s Board liaison
to the Small Cities/Rural Communities
Committee. Stevens has served in all
of the Iowa Chapter officer positions
including eight years as the Chapter
Delegate, and has also been a member
of the National Nominating Committee (2005) and the Strategic Planning
Task Force (2005). He is a past Chapter
President of the Iowa Engineering Soci-

ety and is a member of the National Society of Professional Engineers. Stevens
is completing his second two-year term
as Director of Region VI.
“As the natural turnover of public
works professionals occurs in the future, it is incumbent upon APWA, its
leadership and chapters, to recognize
the evolving needs of the members
and upcoming emerging leaders, their
differing attitudes, skills and challenges,” Stevens says. “The workforce
will change, not just the bodies, but
the way they perceive problems and
deal with them. The primary benefits
of APWA to most members, including
education, technology transfer and
peer exchange, will need to evolve also
to meet the needs of this new diverse
generation, which is much more attuned to technology. Problems facing
our future public works professionals
will be daunting, both from the standpoints of financing and volume, as our
aging infrastructure will place added
burden to their jobs. It is APWA’s task
to help ensure that tomorrow’s leaders
have the knowledge to accomplish the
task.”

Ronald J. Calkins, P.E.
Director, Region VIII
Ronald J. Calkins
served as the Director of Public Works
for the City of Ventura, Calif., for 17
years, retiring in
2010. His previous
work
experience
includes City Engineer for the City of
Ventura; Assistant Public Works Director/Chief Engineer for the City of Santa
Barbara, Calif.; and Principal Engineer,
Senior Engineer, Associate Engineer
and Assistant Engineer for the Ventura
Regional Sanitation District.
Calkins is a former member of APWA’s
State and Local Advocacy Task Force
and the Body of Knowledge Task Force,
and is a former Chapter Delegate for
the Ventura County Chapter. He cofounded the Ventura County branch
of APWA’s Southern California Chapter

in 1982, which then became the Ventura County Chapter in 1995. Calkins
is a former trustee for the Public Works
Historical Society and a former trustee
for the American Academy of Environmental Engineers. He was named one
of APWA’s Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year in 2008. He is completing his first two-year term as Director
of Region VIII.

“APWA’s greatest challenge is to broaden its relevancy—both to the practitioner and to the public,” says Calkins.
“How well we grow and expand will
hinge on this relevancy. The success of
this endeavor (and essentially all of APWA’s endeavors) is based on the success
of our branches and chapters. Stronger
branches mean stronger chapters. Hav-

ing stronger chapters greatly increases
the relevance of APWA to individual
practitioners, increases membership,
and improves our strength. This enhances our ability to advocate for public works—which, in turn, increases
public awareness and support for the
profession.”

Your Vote In APWA
Does Count
As an APWA member, you will
have the opportunity to vote for
members of the APWA Board of Directors until August 26, 2011 when
the ballot will close:
• APWA President-Elect;
• One At-Large Director in the
functional area of Fleet and Facilities Management; and
• Regions I, II, V, VI, and VIII Regional Directors (by APWA members in those respective regions).
The ballot will be available for online voting until August 26 on the
“Members Only” section of the
APWA website. There will also be
a voting icon on the home page
of our website. If you do not have
access to a computer at home or
work, you should be able to access
the APWA website online at your
local public library. You may request a paper ballot from Brian Van
Norman at (800) 848-APWA if you
cannot vote online. Additional reminders of the voting process have
been sent through the infoNOW
Communities and through an
e-mail to every member for whom
we have an e-mail address.
If you have questions, please contact Brian Van Norman, APWA
Director of Chapter Relations, at
bvannorman@apwa.net or (800)
848-APWA (2792), extension 5260.
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Leadership in Changing Times
Ian Hill
President
The Changing Point
Oshawa, Ontario
Keynote Speaker, 2011 APWA Congress
Editor’s Note: Ian Hill will be a Keynote
Speaker at APWA’s 2011 International
Public Works Congress & Exposition in
Denver, Colorado. His presentation is entitled “Becoming a Community Builder –
Leadership in Changing Times” and takes
place on Tuesday, September 19. For more
information on our upcoming Congress,
please visit our website at http://sites.
apwa.net/congress/2011/home.aspx.
s the needs of communities
change and the dynamics and
demands of the public works
sector increase, I would suggest there
must be a corresponding adjustment in
how leaders in the profession operate
their departments, mobilize community resources, build community capacity
and interact with staff—all to ensure
that they are fulfilling their roles in
building strong (both figuratively and
literally), sustainable, thriving communities for today and into the future.
If we see and understand the changed
“ecosystem” in which we live today,
we clearly understand that the “command and control” autocratic approach to leadership is not what the
times require. It is not the approach
that will get the best from our people
nor will it be the approach that solves
the complex and multifaceted challenges that we face today. The days
of the individual on the white horse
swooping into town to save the day are
long gone; the challenges we face are
too much for any one person to solve.
Instead, I would suggest the times actually require a “command with limited or even no control” approach. In
short, I believe the leadership approach
the times require (and the one I believe
many long for) is what I to refer to as a
“Community Builder”!
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The Community Builder has the ability to marshal all the forms of human
capital (among them intelligence, passion, effort, creativity, compassion, and
pride) of the various stakeholders they
interact with and move them towards
a common goal. Rather than one who
requires, they are leaders who inspire.
The Community Builder brings significant value to those they serve and
those they lead. They channel the energy of stakeholders by acting as a catalyst, convener and force multipliers.
The Community Builder has the capacity and skill to tap into the collective
intelligence of all stakeholders to create great plans that have deep buy-in
and actually produce meaningful solutions and tangible results.
Community Builders understand that
the times not only require them to
marshal the human capital within their
departments but also across the community. They can mobilize community
resources, and engage and build trusting relationships with elected officials,
business leaders and everyday citizens
to ensure that they and their departments are fulfilling their vital role in
the communities they serve.
Community Builders are Agents of
Change who understand the dynamics of how to effectively change
themselves and effect positive change
around them. They have tools in their
tool kits (both tangible and intangible)
for effecting this change. They understand that to carry out change today
they must know how to build trusting
relationships. They use their credible
influence to act as a catalyst for change
within their organization and in the
community. The Community Builder
also understands that moving others
into action today isn’t about flowery

words or fiery speeches. I would suggest that it is not about “Rah, Rah” but
more about helping someone see the
power they have within themselves to
get things done and make things happen. A Community Builder takes an
“asset-based” approach to motivating
others; helping us see our true potential, they help us build a critical path
to that potential, they encourage and
support us on that path, and they celebrate us as we move towards our full
potential, all the while making us believe that it was all our doing!
The Community Builder is a Proactive,
Holistic Systems Thinker who utilizes
a proactive, systems thinking approach
to maximize the use of time, manage
the performance of others, solve problems, and engage stakeholders. As an
example, the Community Builder has
set aside “the open door policy” of
communication for a proactive system
that taps into the collective intelligence and energy of all the stakeholders, a dynamic system for the two-way
exchange of information—one that
gathers thoughts, ideas and concerns;
prioritizes those thoughts, ideas and
concerns; implements and brings to
fruition the best of the thoughts and
ideas; and addresses the deepest concerns. Such an approach creates greater
alignment between our departments’
“say/do” gap—it creates effective ideas
and innovative solutions, cultivates
a greater sense of self-determination,
and increases morale.
Community Builders are Catalysts
for Responsibility. They cultivate a
sense of ownership in all stakeholders—those they lead, work with, work
for and the communities they serve.
They realize that there are proven ways
to improve efficiency and effectiveness

and get more with less. That these ways
are often intangible, take, for example,
pride. Pride is a proven force of human
capital that when instilled, cultivated
and deployed creates significant impact. Investing time and energy into
building both organizational and individual stakeholder pride will provide
greater dividends than any other tool
in a leader’s tool kit. Deep organizational pride leads to innovation and
creative ideas, increased participation
in problem solving, and a sense of
ownership that creates a “the department is a reflection of me” attitude
and higher morale. Individuals with
a deep sense of pride regularly exceed
job expectations, they take ownership
of their specific task, they live out the
spirit of their job description and not
just the letter, and they need less supervision. The cumulative effective of
increased pride is more done with less!

On June 16, members of the APWA Hawaii Chapter
held a “Meet and Greet” event that included
Hawaii Governor Neil Abercrombie. Front row,
left to right: Brian Van Norman, APWA Director of
Chapter Relations; Governor Abercrombie; Joanne
Hiramatsu; Ken Kawahara; and Rod Haraga. Back
row, left to right: John Lamer; Jason Lau; Rouen
Liu; Jeoffrey Cudiamat; and Trevin Chang. With
the exception of Brian Van Norman and Governor
Abercrombie, all are officers or directors of the
Hawaii Chapter.

TMA First 1/3

The enlightened public works leader
not only gets that change is here but is
doing something about it. Because they
understand the critical nature of their
work and its impact, they are willing to
do the changing that makes the greatest impact first—change themselves!
Not because they are “sick,” because
you don’t need to be sick to get better (as the old adage goes), but because
it is what the times require. They are
not changing their values or principles;
they are looking at the changed ecosystem around them and adjusting their
leadership approaches accordingly.
I believe every individual, every department, every neighborhood and every
community is one idea, one voice, one
action—one person—away from being
better tomorrow than it was yesterday.
By understanding the leadership approach the times require, you can be
that one person.
Ian Hill is best known to APWA audiences
as the inspirational creator of APWA’s
popular online professional development
series, “Leadership in Changing Times.”
This program has received rave reviews
from over 4,000 public works professionals throughout North America. Ian
can be reached at (416) 405-9494 or
ian@ltbk.ca.
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APWA Congress: The Best Show...for you!
Charles R. Jordan, MPA, LEED GA
Management Analyst II
City of Largo, Florida
Member, APWA Diversity Committee
his year will be my fourth consecutive APWA International
Public Works Congress & Exposition in Denver, Colorado.
Each year, I find I am more excited for
it than the previous year. As a newer
member of APWA, and a young professional in public works, the last three
Congresses (and I know the upcoming
one as well) have been a vital part of
my growth as a future leader in public
works, and is probably my favorite reason for being a member of the American Public Works Association.
My first experience with Congress occurred in 2008, in New Orleans, Louisiana, as a member of the Emerging
Leaders Academy, Class I (the Best
Class). I was met as a First Timer with
my very own orientation, got invited
to a number of receptions, and had
a technical and meeting schedule
that made my normal work day seem
like vacation. I was completely overwhelmed, not only because this was
my first true experience with an event
like Congress, but also because of the
sheer magnitude of our national convention. I made networking contacts,
broke bread with coworkers and new
friends, learned the latest technology and programs that my peers were
working on, and was able to meet with
representatives from companies in the
largest congregation of public works
vendors in the world. Needless to say,
it was an event unlike anything I had
experienced or expected at that point
in my career.
However, that feeling of being overwhelmed did not last long because of
the relationships I quickly built with
those other professionals that were
around me—not only members of
my Emerging Leaders class, but public
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works directors, national APWA leaders, and colleagues of various ages,
backgrounds, and organizational cultures. I stood side by side with public
works professionals from large cities
like New York, Los Angeles and Chicago, and at the same time from the
Small Cities and Rural Communities
group, all with equal footing in terms
of the profession.
My anxiety with this new atmosphere
went away as my attention was directed at the amazing educational program
that the Congress provides its attendees. As a traditionally-educated professional, I did not get to learn the technical aspects of managing government
infrastructure in the classroom. Like
most college degree programs, I studied
the theory behind the science, making
it difficult for me to understand those
aspects of my job. However, the technical sessions at Congress taught me
the basics, as well as the latest trends,
in the best practices that our organizations share throughout the country.
With that technical knowledge, I was
able to walk out onto the gigantic trade
show floor and understand the need
and benefits of the equipment and services those vendors provide.
The part of Congress that is most beneficial to me is the aspect that no one
can put a price tag on: the endless
number of networking contacts and
good friends you make due to the social opportunities, the tours, and the
receptions that occur in the after-hours
to provide all of us the opportunity to
grow and get to know one another. Every year I look forward to seeing those
friends that I have built strong connections with that live on the complete
opposite end of the country from me.
I look forward to it because we share

The exhibit hall at APWA’s annual Congress
& Exposition is the place to be when looking
for cutting-edge equipment and technology,
old friends to network with, and the opportunity to meet P.W. Paws.

common interests, common backgrounds, and we are all professionals
hoping to make our communities better through our service.
This is the same experience YOU can
have, by attending Congress in Denver.
These are the benefits you can receive,
by coming and being an active participant in everything that Congress offers. Who knows...you could meet your
next boss, or next employee. You could
find the exact piece of equipment you
were looking for that meets your budget. Or perhaps, you will learn something that will make your community
a better place to live, work and play. It
is for this reason that I will be in Denver for Congress 2011, and I do not intend to miss a Congress anytime in the
near future. I hope to see YOU there!
Charles R. “Chas” Jordan can be reached
at (727) 587-6740 or cjordan@largo.com.

Chapter Membership Achievement Award
winners announced

he American Public Works Association is proud to announce
the winners of the 2011 Chapter Membership Achievement
Award. This award encourages membership growth by honoring the chapters showing the largest net increase in
membership, compared to other chapters of similar size.
Every APWA chapter in good standing is
eligible for consideration. However, the
chapter must have submitted its financial reports in accordance with the Rules
Governing Chapters and must utilize the
APWA National office for administration
of membership dues collection.
Congratulations to the 2011 winners for
their success in member retention and
recruitment (see table at right).
Each of these winning chapters will be
presented with a patch for their chapter banner and a $250 check which
could be used to provide even more
educational and networking opportunities for their local members.

Chapter Size
Division
(based upon qty of mbrs
as of June 30, 2010)

Award-Winning
Chapter

Net
Membership
Increase
from
June 30, 2010 June 30, 2011

100 members or less

Newfoundland-Labrador

6%

101-200 members

Mississippi

13.87%

201-300 members

Utah

21.07%

301-500 members

British Columbia

17.82%

501-850 members

Ontario

3.59%

More than 850
members

Washington

3.91%

Overall, the Utah Chapter had the highest net membership increase amongst
United States chapters (21.07%), and
the British Columbia Chapter was the
Canadian chapter with highest net increase in membership (17.82%). Con-

gratulations to these chapters for their
efforts in recruiting and retention.
Contact Patty Mahan at 800-848-APWA,
ext. 5256 (pmahan@apwa.net) if you
have questions about the Chapter Membership Achievement Award.

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE

…to get in the APWA Reporter’s Congress Show issue
By advertising in the award-winning APWA Reporter, news of your equipment,
product or service will be sent to more than 29,000 APWA members, most of
whom are key decision makers in their agencies.
So, don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the September issue which covers
the 2011 APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition in Denver,
Colorado (Sept. 18-21), and will feature articles from speakers at the conference.
The deadline to reserve your space is August 8; the materials are due by August
10. Bonus: Advertise and we’ll provide you with a free listing in our “Products in
the News” column!

Call Amanda or Kristen at (800) 800-0341.
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The APWA Donald C. Stone Center – Public
Works Leadership Fellow Program
Mabel Tinjacá, Ph.D., Director of Professional Development, and
Joan Awald, Professional Development Coordinator,
American Public Works Association, Kansas City, Missouri

n last month’s issue of the Reporter (July, page 34), we introduced
members to the APWA Donald C.
Stone Center (DCS) for Leadership Excellence. The seeds of the DCS
Center were planted in March 2010;
through the lens of the “new normal”
economy, President George Crombie
and the Board of Directors saw the need
to invest the Association’s resources in
creating a new professional development program that addressed the challenges of the twenty-first century. This
groundbreaking program is the result
of the strategic plan developed by the
Comprehensive Professional Development Group (CPDG), co-chaired by
Elizabeth Treadway, APWA Director
from Region III, and Sherri Zimmerman, chair of APWA’s Leadership &
Management Technical Committee.
The APWA Donald C. Stone Center is a
progressive system of career paths that
can be utilized by anyone pursuing a
career in public works. There are three
career paths:
•

Leadership and Management –
Levels 1-4

•

Public Works Professional – Planner/Scientist/Engineer/Consultant

•

Technical Specialty – Operator and
Technical Specialist I, II, and III
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As each of the career paths in the DCS
Center is developed, demand for the
various programs will be created by
reaching out to agencies and organizations that hire public works professionals.
One critical component of the new
program is the Level 4 Public Works
Leadership Fellow (PWLF) in the Leadership and Management career path.
The PWLF program is designed to bestow the accumulated wisdom of experienced public works professionals
upon those individuals who aspire to
become leaders. Leadership Fellows
will have a unique opportunity to invest in the future through a focused
mentorship program.
Applications for the PWLF program
will be reviewed and eligibility determinations will be made by a council
of public works professionals. With the
launch of this program at this year’s
Congress in Denver, the first group of
inductees will be formally recognized
with PWLF pins at the Awards Ceremony.
Eligibility to enter the PWLF program
is based upon candidates having at
least 20 years of relevant senior leadership experience in public works as

of September 19, 2011. This “grandfather” option will be available until
2016 for anyone who reached the 20
year mark by September 2011. After
that time, candidates interested in becoming a Leadership Fellow will be required to complete the Level 3 Public
Works Executive program before they
can be considered as a Leadership Fellow candidate. Details about the Public
Works Executive (PWE) program will
be covered in the September issue of
the Reporter.
The PWLF program is in the process of
being evaluated by a prestigious group
of past APWA National Presidents.
Chaired by Past President Larry Frevert,
P.E., the group includes Bob Freudenthal, Dwayne Kalynchuk, P.Eng., Larry
Koehle, P.Eng., Judy Mueller, Richard
Ridings, P.E., Noel Thompson, Tom
Trice, and Bill Verkest, P.E. In addition
to advising APWA staff on the development of the PWLF and testing its components, members of this group will
be contacting individual members to
invite them to become charter participants in the PWLF program. Our initial
goal is 200 Leadership Fellows who will
begin building a cadre of effective leaders through focused mentoring.
The need for a structured mentoring
program is reaching a critical stage.
Currently, the average public works
professional is over 50 years of age,
as illustrated in the accompanying
graphs. Larry Frevert stated the situation very clearly: “We are facing a potential massive ‘brain drain’ in public
works management just at a time when
North America needs experienced and
talented professionals as recovery from
the recession and addressing our infrastructure issues is occurring.”

tablish a legacy for future leaders. Succession planning is key to any industry and, with an army of 200 mentors,
APWA will march confidently into the
future of public works.

Combined Avg Age: 55

Member Avg Age: 51
(N=9,867/28,516)
(N=6796)
(N=16,663)

Non-Member Avg Age: 61

Total of 16,663 records: 9,867 members and 6,796 nonmembers

Candidates for the PWLF program
must be willing to commit 40 hours
per year to mentoring—approximately one hour each week—and agree to
maintain a journal of their mentoring activities. Leadership Fellows will
receive training in executive coaching
and mentoring. By assisting their mentees with capstone projects and public
service projects while guiding them to

develop critical thinking skills and systems thinking, the mentors will impart
their knowledge and wisdom to the
next generation of leaders.
There are many benefits to becoming a PWLF. Participants will receive
a professional designation, earn up to
40 CEUs per year for mentoring and,
most importantly, have opportunities
to give back to the profession and es-

Levels 1-3 of the Leadership and Management career paths will be covered
in upcoming issues of the Reporter this
fall. Level 3 Public Works Executive
will be the topic of the September issue, followed by Level 1 Public Works
Supervisor in October and Level 2 Public Works Manager in November.
Anyone interested in additional information about the Public Works Leadership Fellows program should contact
Mabel Tinjacá at mtinjaca@apwa.net or
(816) 595-5214. The Donald C. Stone
Center web pages, containing details
and applications for the PWLF and
other programs, will be added to the
APWA website prior to Congress this
year.

Advertise in the APWA Reporter
Don’t miss this opportunity
to advertise in the October “Winter
Maintenance” issue which will cover topics
such as snowfighting operations equipment,
snowfighting planning and management,
training and education, and innovative
technologies.

The deadline to reserve space
is September 7; the materials are due by
September 9. Bonus: If you advertise we’ll
give you a free listing in our “Products in the
News” column. Just call Amanda or Kristen
at (800) 800-0341.
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New managers feeling lost at sea
Donald F. Bruey
Public Works Director
City of South Jordan, Utah
Member, APWA Small Cities/Rural Communities Committee
s I teach leadership and
management courses across
the country, I am routinely
amazed at the number of
new managers that take these classes
either because they feel they are lacking needed skills or because their employers have them on a remedial training program because the employers
feel that they are lacking needed skills.
According to a new study by CareerBuilders.com, nearly 60 percent of new
managers don’t receive any training to
help make the transition. Becoming a
first-time manager is supposed to be a
career highlight, yet many new managers do not feel they are equipped to
lead their teams. This may be due in
part to poor selection processes (that
is another article altogether); however,
it is due mostly to poor organizational
preparation. How can we expect someone who is great with a tool box to put
it down and the next day wear a tie to
work that demands a totally different
set of skills without any real training?
There is a lot more to being promoted than getting a new title. The same
survey found that 58 percent of new
managers said that they did not receive
any training on how to be a manager.
According to the survey, 26 percent of
managers felt that they were unprepared to transition into management
roles. The problems that were reported
by new managers included difficulty
with: handling employee conflicts (25
percent); motivating teams (22 percent); conducting performance reviews
(15 percent); finding resources for staff
(15 percent); and creating career paths
(12 percent). The overall theme is that
those nontangible skills that you don’t
do in your day-to-day jobs as a worker
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are difficult for new managers to put
into practice.
Their employees agree that there are
problems with the new managers. The
list of employee complaints includes:
playing favorites (23 percent); not following through on promises (21 percent); not listening to concerns (21
percent); and not providing regular
feedback (20 percent). All of this clearly
indicates that the new managers that
we select are not ready for prime time
when they are selected.
Senior management did not fare all that
well either; only 50 percent of those
surveyed thought that senior management were doing a good or great job
and 23 percent felt that their performance was poor or very poor. Those
employees felt that company leaders

COMMUNITIES

didn’t communicate enough, expected
teams to be able to handle an unrealistic workload, and didn’t provide training or employee development.
While employees can benefit from formal classroom, informal OJT, videos,
or webinar training, it was noted that
the most often overlooked training
was formal mentoring. Perhaps part of
the reason for this is that 43 percent of
workers ages 35 and older are working
for someone younger than them. Regardless of age or years of experience,
because employees have rated 20 percent of managers as having poor skills,
all managers need to keep their skills
fresh so that they can do their best job
as a leader.
Donald F. Bruey can be reached at (801)
253-5203 or dbruey@sjc.utah.gov.

Top Employee Complaints About Managers
Doesn’t make an effort to
listen to employees or address
employee morale

40 percent

Not enough transparency

33 percent

Major changes without
warning

30 percent

Unreasonable workloads
and productivity demands

27 percent

Doesn’t motivate me

21 percent

Stopped investing in
employee development

20 percent

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
MICHAEL HAYDEN

STEVEN BERLIN JOHNSON

Retired Four-Star General,
Former Director of CIA
Crisis Management in
Complex Organizations

Best-Selling Author, Social
Critic, and Technologist
Creativity and the Brain
—Where Do Great Ideas
Come From?

Ian Hill

GREGG STEINBERG

Public Sector Champion
Becoming a Community
Builder—Leadership in
Changing Times

Sports Psychologist, Professor
of Human Performance
Full Throttle: How to
Supercharge Your Energy
and Performance at Work
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Innovative Solutions
Inspiring and Motivating Keynotes

Outstanding Education
Great
Networking
Opportunities

and introducing
The

EXPO
EXPERIENCE

It’s all here to help you ELEVATE your community!
Register today and join the largest gathering of public works professionals in North America
   August 2011
September 18-21 in Denver, Colorado! www.apwa.net/congress
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PRE-REGISTRATION FORM—PAGE 1 OF 2
2011 APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition

A

CONGRESS

BCNGREPWR
Last Name

PART 1: FULL CONGRESS WEEK REGISTRATION

First Name

E-mail Address

Register for a full week of Congress & Exposition below. Otherwise, skip Part 1 and go to Part 2.

FULL CONGRESS WEEK All full-week registrations include: All APWA Education Sessions; all APWA exhibits; downloadable recordings of education
sessions; CEUs; Get Acquainted Party; Awards Ceremony; Lunch on the exhibit floor on Sunday and Monday; and Wednesday’s Workshops.
(M) Full Member Registration

$675

(N) Full Nonmember Registration

$835

(R) Full Retired Member Registration

$400

(YP) Full Young Professional (Must be 35 years or younger. Birth year: _________________)

$420

(GU) Full Spouse/Guest

TOTALS

$250

Guest Last Name: __________________________________ Guest First Name: ____________________________________
(CEO) Chief Elected Official (Limited to one Chief Elected Official for each registration)

no charge

Last name: _________________________________________ First name: __________________________________________

PART 2: WORKSHOP WEDNESDAY AND PUBLIC WORKS STORMWATER SUMMIT

Attendees registered for the FULL CONGRESS WEEK may participate in any of the Wednesday Workshops or the Public
Works Stormwater Summit at no additional cost. You must check the workshop(s) you would like to participate in but do
not add the cost to your total. If you are NOT registered for the FULL CONGRESS WEEK, you may register for any of these
workshops at the prices listed below.

MEMBER NONMEMBER

WEDNESDAY MORNING WORKSHOPS/TOURS 8 – 11 a.m. Space is limited, first come first served, so sign up now!
(Buses leave promptly at 8 a.m.; please arrive by 7:45 a.m.)
(W1) National Renewable Energy Laboratory Complex, Golden, CO (Security check required.)
(W2) Prairie Waters Project – A Water Reclamation and Water Delivery Program, Aurora, CO
(W3) Using Whitetopping – Stretching Roadway Dollars, Rocky Mountain Cement Council
(W4) City and County of Denver New State-of-the-Art Fleet Facility

$140

$175

WEDNESDAY MORNING CLASSROOM WORKSHOP 8:30 – 10:45 a.m.
(W5) Disaster Management for Water & Wastewater Facilities

$140

$175

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON WORKSHOP/TOURS 1 – 4 p.m. Space is limited, first come-first served, so sign up now!
(Buses leave promptly at 1 p.m., please arrive by 12:45 p.m.)
(W6) Environmentally Sensitive Paving Projects, Colorado Asphalt Paving Association
(W7) Fasttracks West Corridor Light Rail Transit Construction Project, Regional Transportation District, Denver, CO.

$140

$175

WEDNESDAY FULL-DAY PUBLIC WORKS STORMWATER SUMMIT 8:30 a.m. – 4 p.m.
(SUM1) Public Works Stormwater Summit – Full Day
(Morning Classroom, Afternoon Tour of Local Stormwater Projects)

$280

$345

TOTALS

(Full-week
registrants
enter $0 here.)

PART 3: DAILY EDUCATION SESSIONS AND EXPOSITION (Full-week registrants skip this section.)
If you would like to attend the education sessions and exposition by the day, please mark which day(s) you are registering for below.
$280

(SC) SUNDAY
(GUS) SUNDAY SPOUSE/GUEST:

Guest Last Name: ___________________________________________ Guest First Name: ___________________________________________

$345
$100

(MC) MONDAY

$280

$345

(TC) TUESDAY

$280

$345

(WC) WEDNESDAY

$280

$345

(SEO) SUNDAY

$35

$35

(MEO) MONDAY

$35

$35

(TEO) TUESDAY

$35

$35

PART 4: DAILY EXPO ONLY

(Full-week registrants skip this section.)
If you would like to attend the exposition only for one day, please mark which day you will attend.

PART 5: CONGRESS EVENTS
(SA) SATURDAY

Complete your Congress experience with these special events. (Additional fees apply to all registration categories.)

Pre-Congress Seminar: Self-Assessment Using the Public Works Management Practices Manual

$250

$300

# of tickets ______________ X

$30

$30

(CPWAL) MONDAY CPWA Luncheon

# of tickets ______________ X

$35

$35

(PWHSL) MONDAY PWHS Luncheon

# of tickets ______________ X

$35

$35

(AAEEB) TUESDAY AAEE Breakfast

# of tickets ______________ X

$30

$30

(TDB) TUESDAY

# of tickets ______________ X

$35

$35

(PWB) MONDAY

Progressive Women in Public Works Breakfast

Diversity Brunch

TOTAL
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PRE-REGISTRATION FORM—PAGE 2 OF 2
2011 APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition
THIS PRE-REGISTRATION FORM IS GOOD ONLY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 9, 2011. No pre-registration forms will be accepted after
September 9, 2011. After September 9, registrations will be accepted onsite only. Onsite registration will begin Saturday, September 17, 2011.
Please note: No government vouchers or purchase orders will be accepted onsite. This form must be completed and returned with full payment
before your registration can be processed. Please complete a separate registration form for each Congress participant.
CANCELLATIONS: If your plans change and you cannot attend the program, a colleague can attend in your place—just send us a fax or
letter. Cancellations and requests for refunds must be in writing. A full refund, less a $50 administration fee, will be made if written notice is
postmarked by August 10, 2011. Sorry, no refunds on registration fees or tickets will be issued after August 10, 2011 or for an amount less than
$50. Refunds will be processed within 30 days after Congress. Please send your cancellation and/or refund request to cancellations@apwa.net,
or fax to 816-595-5342
LIABILITY WAIVER AND RELEASE: In consideration of being allowed to participate in any way in the APWA International Public Works
Congress & Exposition and any related events and activities (the APWA Congress & Exposition), I, the undersigned, acknowledge, appreciate,
and agree that I am voluntarily undertaking participation in the APWA Congress and Exposition; by doing so I assume all risk and take full
responsibility for my own well-being. I am fully aware that possible property damage, physical injury, illness or death may occur as a result of
my participation in these events and activities. I forever release the APWA, its directors, officers, employees, volunteers, agents, contractors,
and representatives (collectively “Releasees”) from any and all actions, claims, or demands that I, my family or heirs now have or may have in
the future related to my participation in these activities.
PHOTOGRAPHS: I agree and acknowledge that APWA plans to take photographs at the APWA Congress & Exposition and reproduce them
in APWA educational, news or promotional material, whether in print, electronic or other media, including the APWA website. By participating
in the APWA Congress & Exposition I grant APWA the right to use my name, photograph and biography for such purposes.
I am aware this is a release of liability and rights of use related to photographs; a contract between myself and the APWA. I have read,
understand and agree to these terms and am entering into this agreement on my own free will.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! The Educational Program at Congress is designed to meet or exceed your expectations. If it doesn’t,
write to the Executive Director of APWA, 2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 700, Kansas City, MO 64108, within one week of the program, help us
understand where we went wrong, and we’ll set things right with you. Guaranteed!

C

be sure to add eventconfirmation@xpressreg.net to
ATTENDEE INFORMATION (Please
your address book to insure you receive your confirmation.)

APWA Membership ID#
(Call 1-800-848-APWA to obtain your membership number if you don’t know it)

Badge Nickname
(e.g., Dave, Jen, “Doc,” “Smiley,” etc.)

Last Name

First Name

Title

Organization/Company

Street Address/P.O. Box
State/Province

Daytime Phone

Cell Number

Emergency Contact Name

D

PAYMENT

Zip/Postal Code

Fax Number

Emergency Contact Phone Number(s)

Country

E-mail address
Emergency E-mail Address

(Please complete Section A, parts 1–6 on page 1 before completing this step.)

TOTAL FROM PAGE 1: $__________________ (Fees are in US Funds.)
Check #________________________ enclosed (Made payable to APWA)
(PO MUST be included
Government Voucher or Purchase Order #________________________________
with registration form)
Credit Card (check one):
Visa
MasterCard
American Express
Card Number

Expiration Date

Print name as it appears on the card
Date

Signature (required)

MAIL completed registration form with
payment to:
American Public Works Association
PO Box 843742
Kansas City, MO 64184-3742

OR

DEMOGRAPHICS

Is this your first Congress?
(1)Yes
(2) No
For whom do you work?
(1) Public Agency
(2) Private Industry
Please mark all areas you have
responsibility for:
(1) Construction
(2) Emergency Management
(3) Engineering & Technology
(4) Environment/Sustainability
(5) Facilities & Grounds
(6) Fleet Services
(7) Leadership & Management
(8) Solid Waste
(9) Sustainability
(10) Transportation
(11) Utility & Right of Way
(12) Water & Sewers
(13) Winter Maintenance
What is your job title?
(1) Public Works Director
(2) Engineer (Director, City/Principal)
(3) Deputy/Assistant Public Works
Director
(4) Deputy/Assistant Engineer
(5) Department Head/Division Chief
(6) Administration
(7) Administrative Assistant/Manager
(8) City Manager
(9) Other
What is your role in the purchase
of public works equipment and/or
services?
(1) Final say
(2) Recommend
(3) Influence
(4) Specify
(5) None

Billing Address

City

B

FAX credit card payments to:
508-743-9613
Important: If you FAX your registration form please
DO NOT mail a form and risk duplicate billing.

APWA’s Federal ID # is 36-220-2880.
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QUESTIONS?
Call Reporter
APWA’s registration
at 508-743-8540, Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. EST.,
or e-mail apwa@xpressreg.net.

How large is your budget for purchases
of equipment and/or services?
(1) Under $50,000
(2) $50,001 – 100,000
(3) $100,001 – 500,000
(4) $500,001 – 1,000,000
(5) Over $1,000,000
What is the population of your
jurisdiction?
(1) Less than 25,000
(2) 25,001 – 50,000
(3) 51,001 – 100,000
(4) 101,001 – 250,000
(5) Over 250,000
Please let us know your gender
(1) Male
(2) Female
Please let us know what year you were
born (Example: 1967)
(1)__________________
How did you hear about Congress?
(1) Congress Preview
(2) APWA Reporter Magazine Ad
(3) Industry Magazine Ad
(4) APWA Website
(5) E-mail
(6) Referred by someone
(7) You are a previous attendee
NONMEMBERS ONLY:
Do you want $145 of your nonmember
full registration fee applied toward your
new individual APWA membership?
(Not valid for membership renewals.
Renew online at www.apwa.net/

membership/memberrenewal.)
Yes
No
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How will you measure up on the
Road to Excellence?
Dan J. Hartman
Director of Public Works
City of Golden, Colorado
Member, APWA Leadership and Management Committee
The APWA Leadership and Management
Committee introduced a series of articles
entitled “The Road to Excellence” which
focus on ten attributes and five keys to
success based on the joint effort of professional organizations and the EPA to create
a program that promotes effective utility
management. Adjusting the list for public
works professionals, each article will look
at one attribute and key and why they are
critical to an excellent organization. If
you’d like to review the basis of the series,
the introductory article was published in
the December 2010 issue. Following is the
eighth article in the series which addresses
self assessment.
hen my children were
growing up we would periodically measure their
growth and mark it on
the wall. This was a fun exercise that
allowed them to chart their growth. As
they became older they would look at
those marks on the wall and wonder
that they had ever been so small.
The concept of measures can seem intimidating, and often there is a reluctance to begin, born in fear of what you
might learn. Comparison with other
enterprises is often where the fear begins, but comparison is not the reason
to measure. Frankly that fear is simply
not a tenable position in this day and
age, and is analogous to a belief that if
you don’t see it, nothing happened. The
reality is we must begin to measure, not
to compare our success with others, but
to measure our growth just like the lines
on our wall.
This is why measurement is one of the
five keys to success. Measurement is
critical to management improvement
efforts associated with the Attributes. A
measurement system serves many vital
purposes, including focusing attention
on key issues, clarifying expectations,
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facilitating decision making, and, most
importantly, learning and improving.
Successful measurement efforts often
are:
•

Viewed as a continuum, starting
with basic internal tracking and, as
needed and appropriate, moving to
more sophisticated baselining and
trend analysis, development of key
performance indicators, and inclusion of externally oriented measures which address community
sustainability interests

•

Driven by and focused on answering questions critical to effective
internal management and external
stakeholder needs (e.g., information needed to allow governing
bodies to support large capital investments comfortably)

•

Supported by a well-defined decision framework assuring results are
evaluated, communicated, and responded to in a timely manner

Deciding where to start and what to
measure can be challenging. Measures
can also be taken out of context. While
an essential tool in the self-improvement process, measurement is not the
only tool and should be approached,
structured, and used thoughtfully.
There are two general approaches to
performance measurement:
Internal performance measurement, which is the focus of our “Road
to Excellence.” Internal performance
measurement involves evaluating the
current internal function performance
status and trends. It can also include
comparison of outcomes or outputs
relative to goals, objectives, baseline
status, targets, and standards.
Benchmarking—which is not the
focus here—is the overt comparison

of similar measures or processes across
organizations to identify best practices,
set improvement targets, and measure
progress within or sometimes across
sectors. A department may decide to
engage in benchmarking for its own
internal purposes or in a coordinated
fashion with others. One caution with
benchmarking is the importance of using measures that provide meaningful
comparison. Snow removal is a good
example where comparison can provide a faulty impression. Let’s look at
two different communities that plow
snow. The first community is committed to clearing all major routes after
each storm, and also does a few collector streets. The second community also
clears all major streets, but also clears every residential street and cul-de-sac. In
this case a cost per resident for the two
communities will not yield a meaningful comparison, and a metric-like cost
per mile would be appropriate. While
these measures may be interesting, your

The five keys to success:
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement
Leadership
Strategic Business Planning
Organizational Approach
Continual Improvement
Management Framework

The ten attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product/Service Quality
Customer Satisfaction
Operational Optimization
Financial Viability
Infrastructure Stability
Community Sustainability
Self Assessment
Operational Resiliency
Employee and Leadership Development
Stakeholder Understanding and
Support

journey to excellence is dependent on
measuring how well you are doing today, so you can know that you are better
tomorrow.

attention, not just to monitor, report, and control.
8.

When selecting measures, consider
how they relate to one another.
Look for cause-and-effect relationships; for example, how improvements in product quality could
result in increased customer satisfaction.

9.

Develop an effective process to
evaluate and respond to results.
Identify how, when, and to whom
you will communicate results.

While performance measures should be
tailored to the specific needs of your department, the following guidelines can
help you identify useful measures and
apply them effectively:
1.

Select measures that support the
organization’s strategic objectives,
mission, and vision, as well as the
Ten Attributes of successful organizations.

2.

Select the right number, level, and
type of measures for your organization. Consider how measures can
be integrated as a cohesive group
(e.g., start with a small set of measures across broad categories and
increase number and specificity
over time as needed), and consider
measures that can be used by different audiences within the organization.

3.

Measuring performance will not
necessarily require additional staff,
but will require resources. Allocate
adequate resources to get the effort
off to a good start, and fine-tune
over time to balance the level of
measurement effort with the benefit to the organization.

4.

Develop clear, consistent definitions for each measure. Identify
who is responsible for collecting
the data, and how the data will be
tracked and reported.

5.

Engage the organization at all levels
in developing, tracking, and reporting measures, but also assign someone in the organization the role of
championing and coordinating the
effort.

6.

Set targets rationally, based on
criteria such as customer expectations, improvement over previous
years, industry performance, or
other appropriate comparisons. Tie
targets to improving performance
in the Attributes.

7.

Select and use measures in a positive way to improve decision making, clarify expectations, and focus

10. Incorporate the “Plan-Do-CheckAct” cycle approach into evaluating
both the specific measures and the
system as a whole. Regularly review
the performance measurement system for opportunities to improve.
The power of measuring things to improvement and ultimate success can be
seen in these two stories:
In the late ’90s I began working with
a city in Bulgaria on their street infrastructure. Their streets had suffered
years of neglect, with no investment

in the pavement. In the beginning, the
project to repair the streets appeared to
be hopelessly large and expensive. The
project changed after we measured the
existing condition of all street segments
and broke the streets into three distinct
categories. The first were streets that did
not need attention in the short term;
second were streets that if addressed
soon could be fixed with a cost-effective
surface treatment; and finally streets
that failed and there was no alternative
except a costly full reconstruct. The city
learned from the measurements that
they could in fact afford to address the
middle group and keep the project from
getting worse. They also learned that
through a combination of international
aid and borrowing they could begin to
address the failed streets. Now, over ten
years later, current measurements of
street conditions show significant improvement in street conditions. The initial measurement let them assess where
they were, set goals and improve. It also
ties directly to one of the Ten Attributes
of well-run organizations, Infrastructure
Stability.

A street in Veiko Tarnovo prior to measuring the street condition
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The second story is the story of our
stormwater inlet inspection program.
The department set inspection and
maintenance goals to ensure that the
stormwater system would be open and
fully functioning when storms occur.
We began the upgraded inspection
program in 2005 and in 2008 looked
at the cost of inspections. At that time
the cost per inspection was $7.34 per
inspection. We were measuring the cost
to do the inspection, which included
time to complete data entry and inspection forms. We implemented a paperless, GPS-based inspection program using hand-held data collection devices
in 2009. In 2010 we revisited our cost
and, with the efficiency of the handheld device along with the elimination
of all paper and data entry, our cost per
inspection had fallen to $3.08, a 58%
cost reduction. Again the collection of
data that allowed us to measure our improvement was critical, and has influenced many other areas where we are
now applying new technology to keep
us on the Road to Excellence.
So, just like watching my children’s
growth, measures have allowed us to
see our growth as a department. But
unlike your children, your growth as a
provider of public service will continue
throughout your career. So how will
you measure up?
Dan Hartman can be reached at (303)
384-8150 or dhartman@cityofgolden.net.

The same street in Veiko Tarnovo five years later
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2011 Czech/Slovak Public Works
Conference
Mary Monahan
Program Director, Water
AECOM, Rocky Hill, Connecticut
Chair, APWA International Affairs Committee
he American Public Works
Association participated in
the 2011 Czech/Slovak Public Works Conference held in
Vyškov, Czech Republic, April 13 to
15, 2011. APWA has established partnerships and ongoing information exchanges with the Czech Republic Public
Works Association since 1997 and with
the Slovak Public Works Association
since 2000.

tria. This was about a month after the
nuclear power plant failure in Japan. An
article in an Austrian business journal
noted the concern in Europe from the
dangers associated with nuclear power.
Austria has little concern, as there are
no nuclear power plants in the country.

Danube lies below and further out is the
Carpathian Hills. Tracing pathways established centuries ago, the group travelled down through the city center to
the river front. For others in the city,
bikes, autos and trams provided alternatives to walking.

Representing APWA were President
George Crombie and his wife, Jacqueline; Jennings Randolph Fellow and
Broward County, Fla., Chief Engineer
Ram Tewari; Chair of APWA’s International Affairs Committee and AECOM
Program Director Mary Monahan; Chair
of APWA’s Czech/Slovak Task Force and
Napa Valley, Calif., Engineer Helena Allison; and former Jennings Randolph
Fellow and State College, Penn., Public
Works Director Mark Whitfield. Ross
Vincent, Chief Executive, INGENIUM,
New Zealand and President of the International Federation of Municipal
Engineering joined the delegation in
Vyškov.
The hosts from the Czech Republic
and Slovakia included Ing. Peter Beneš,
President of the Slovak Public Works Association (ZOVP); Ing. Jaroslav Mynár,
President of the Czech Republic Public
Works Association (SVPS); and MVDr.
Jirí Neužil, Director of the International
Affairs Committee of the Czech Republic Public Works Association.

Arrival in Bratislava
The APWA delegation was met at the
airport in Vienna and driven to Bratislava, the Slovak capital, where they were
met by Peter Beneš. On the drive from
Vienna to Bratislava, APWA participants
passed a number of wind farms in Aus30          APWA Reporter
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A recently-completed new bridge across the Danube, which includes an elevated restaurant at
its top

In 2008 Austrian wind parks produced
enough electricity to power 570,000
homes. The development of hydropower in Austria is also a declared priority.
That evening, Peter led the U.S. delegation on a walking tour of his city. Of
particular interest to the U.S. delegation was the successful incorporation of
multiple modes of transportation. As in
many European cities Bratislava is easy
to explore on foot. The group’s walking
tour began at the hotel situated above
the Danube River. Highlights of the tour
included Bratislava Castle which overlooks the Old Town and city center. The

At the river, new construction, commercial and retail activities underscored
the city’s development since joining
the European Union. The new shopping mall highlighted European stores
familiar in the U.S. such as Zara and
H&M. Slovakia and the Czech Republic
are members of the EU8. The EU8 refers to eight Central European and Baltic countries that joined the European
Union in 2004. The World Bank notes
that these countries inherited extensive
infrastructure networks that were in serious disrepair and an impediment to
economic development. Peter pointed
out a recently-completed new bridge

across the Danube. The bridge included
an elevated restaurant at its top. A short
distance away was a bridge constructed
during communist rule. The old bridge
was strictly utilitarian in its use and design.
Dinner that evening included traditional cuisine: sausages, cheese, breads,
dumplings, beer, and Slovak wine.

Day 1 – Brno, Slavkov and Vyškov
The following day President Beneš, President Crombie and the rest of the APWA
delegation headed to Brno, Czech Republic, where they were met by Jaroslav
Mynár, President of the Czech Republic
Public Works Association, Jirí Neužil,
Director of the International Affairs
Committee of the Czech Republic Public Works Association, and other members of the Czech/Slovak host committee. This introduction occurred at the
site of the Battle at Austerlitz where in
1805 Napoleon defeated the combined
armies of Austria and Russia. The delegation lunched at Slavkov Chateau
which was ceded to Napoleon upon his
victory at Austerlitz.

After the battlefield tour the delegation
visited a composting facility in Slavkov
where residential organic waste is collected and composted. The final byproduct is available for residents at no
charge for use as fertilizer and garden
mulch. A neighboring golf course also
utilizes the mulch. A grant from the European Union supported this project.
Later that day the delegation arrived
in Vyškov, a community of 23,000 in
South Moravia. Vyškov was the host
community for the Czech/Slovak
Public Works Conference. Ing. David
Olejnícek, Public Works Director for the
City of Vyškov, led a large delegation of
members of the Czech and Slovak Public Works Associations serving as hosts
to the U.S. visitors.
Evening activities included a tour and
dinner reception at the local brewery.
The Vyškov Brewery has been in operation since the 1600s. The brewery was
and still is a significant economic contributor to the community.

Day 2 – Meeting with Officials,
Equipment Show
On Thursday, the delegation met with
Vyškov Lord Mayor Jirí Pinos, Vyškov
Public Works Director Ing. David Olejnícek, and other city representatives
and members from the Czech Republic
Public Works Association. The group
toured Vyškov’s main square and was
treated to a brunch of traditional foods:
cured meats, breads, cheeses, and fresh
fruit. Greetings and discussions followed. City representatives and APWA
delegates were very interested in the
various approaches that countries and
individual municipalities have towards
the delivery of public works services.
Management of Vyškov’s water supply is separate from day-to-day public
works operations. It is privately operated; however, the City has a majority
share in ownership and is the key contributor to management decisions. Public-private partnerships are popular in
the delivery of public works services in
Vyškov and throughout the EU8 countries. PPPs allow governments to secure
much-needed funds for public services
without immediately having to raise
taxes or borrow. The Mayor noted that
water quality protection is important to
Vyškov. The city has both surface and
groundwater supplies. The Mayor is the
former director of the brewery and the
ongoing operation of the facility is dependent on access to quality water.
Traditional public works operations, including waste management, lighting,
sweeping, green care and street management, are managed by Vyškov public works through PPPs. Vyškov public
works develops annual plans for these
services. Execution of the plans is carried out by private sector contractors.

At the Vyškov reception, left to right: Jaroslav Mynár, President, Czech Republic Public
Works Association; George Crombie, APWA President; Peter Beneš, President, Slovak Public
Works Association; and Jirí Neužil, Czech Republic Public Works Association Conference
Liaison

When he was asked about Vyškov and
the Czech Republic’s relationship with
the EU, Mayor Pinos responded, “It’s
complicated.” He added that some aspects of unification are good. He went
on to note that the Czech Republic
finds it difficult to compete with older
EU members, including France and Belgium, for limited financial assistance.
Grants are available to individual cities
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for projects such as Slavkov’s compost
facility. The grant application process
is difficult and cumbersome. Vyškov
and other municipalities need to hire
professional grant managers in order
to develop competitive submissions.
These managers are expensive and take
a substantial percentage of the grant
award, but they are necessary in order
for Vyškov to be competitive.
The Czech Republic has looked to solar to meet renewable energy goals.
Jirí Neužil noted that solar farms have
been developed on agricultural lands,
reducing agricultural opportunities. He
pointed out that there are numerous
abandoned industrial sites and other
brownfields that could be brought back
to reuse as solar parks. He added that in
many cases power customers who receive their electricity via solar pay more
than those whose power comes from
conventional non-renewable sources.
It was noted that in the U.S. for many
renewable energy projects to be affordable, grants and other funding assistance needed to be provided.

for all waste collection; however, surrounding suburbs have privatized the
operation. Mark continued by noting
that State College has a composting
plant similar to the one in Brno. It produces high-quality mulch that is sold to
residents.
The discussion continued regarding the
benefits and challenges associated with
private versus public in the delivery of
services. Ross Vincent spoke about how
New Zealand has an attitude that government should provide services that
the private sector cannot. Waste collection is all privatized. In New Zealand
local councils manage public assets;
however, engineering, construction,
and project execution are all provided
by private entities. George Crombie
summed up the conversation by noting, “Whether private or public the key
is competition.”

can Public Works Association provided
opening remarks. Over 100 vendors presented their services and wares to local
officials, consultants, and public works
managers from the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. The equipment show was followed by a banquet that included traditional music, singing and dancing.

Day 3 – Czech Republic Army Base
at Vyškov, Program Conclusion
On Friday, the delegations from APWA,
Czech Republic and Slovakia were special guests of the Czech Army at the
Czech military base in Vyškov. This is
the largest army base in the Czech Republic. Mayor Pinos had noted that it
is a NATO training facility for officers
being deployed on missions to Afghanistan and all over the world. He added
that while there is not a lot of interaction between the city and the base, one

Local unemployment is at 10% and is
the biggest challenge for the Mayor and
City Council. There are two industrial
areas in the municipal zone. Vyškov is
on a historical trade route; however,
modern-day expansion is blocked by
newer highway systems.
High-speed rail goes through Vyškov
but doesn’t stop. Mayor Pinos would
like to see a stop as a means of supporting economic development. He noted
that Vyškov currently does not have the
political gravitas to make that happen.
The Mayor and DPW Director were interested in how others delivered public
works services. They asked about U.S.
interest in converting waste to energy.
Ram Tewari responded that Broward
County in Florida uses biogas to produce energy from anaerobic digestion
at the wastewater treatment plant.
Discussion continued regarding whether waste management was handled by
the private or public sector. In Broward
County waste collection is privatized in
the 31 municipalities. Mark Whitfield
noted that State College is responsible
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The Czech/Slovak Public Works Biennial Meeting and Equipment Show

On Thursday afternoon the delegation
attended and participated in the Czech/
Slovak Public Works Biennial Meeting
and Equipment Show. President Mynár
from the Czech Republic Public Works
Association, President Beneš from the
Slovak Public Works Association, and
President Crombie from the Ameri-

can see all kinds of military uniforms on
the main square in Vyškov.
The delegates were greeted by Captain
Pavel Kocvera. He explained that the
base in Vyškov hosts 10,000 military
students. The primary task of the Czech
Army is to support foreign missions. The

two largest missions have been Kosovo
and Afghanistan. He added that in the
Afghan operation their work with U.S.
cooperation has been “very fruitful.”

2013. Representatives from these delegations will be attending APWA’s 2012
International Public Works Congress &
Exposition in Anaheim.

The tour included visits to the control
simulator room which supports tank
and other military vehicle training. It
works on a video game principle. Trainees use real maps as models. It is a sophisticated system that simulates real
life, including technical issues of the
vehicle itself.

Mary Monahan, chairperson of APWA’s
International Affairs Committee, and
Jirí Neužil, Director of the International Affairs Committee of the Czech Republic Public Works Association, spoke
about developing joint presentations
from the Czech/Slovak Public Works
Associations and APWA for both conferences. APWA’s new Global Solutions
in Public Works Program could be a
resource for members contributing to
these presentations. Discussions will begin regarding relevant topics.

Country Facts
The population of the Czech Republic is
10.3 million. Ninety-two percent of the
residents have access to public drinking
water and 80% have access to a wastewater collection system.
The Czech military base in Vyškov

After the presentations the delegation
toured equipment that was displayed
specifically for the group. Tanks, rocket
launchers, airplanes, helicopters, and
other military hardware were available
for inspection. The men and women of
the Czech Army served as guides. Women make up twelve percent of the Czech
Army. Much of the older equipment is
Russian supplied. One Army officer noted that the Czech Army’s knowledge of
Russian guns and equipment is valuable
to the efforts in Afghanistan as much
of the older equipment and guns used
by both enemies and allies are Russian
made.
The three-day program ended with a
farewell luncheon in Vyškov. Along the
way and at the luncheon gifts were exchanged. President Crombie gave shirts
and music CDs from the successful 2011
Boston Congress. The Czech and Slovak
representatives gave local beer and wine
to the APWA delegation.

Future Opportunities
The next Czech/Slovak Public Works
conference will be held in Bratislava in

In the Czech Republic municipalities
are the responsible entities for drinking
water and wastewater services. There is
a heavy reliance on the private sector to
support public works needs.
The operators are almost exclusively private companies following an extensive
privatization process supported by the
European Bank for Reconstruction and
the World Bank Group in the 1990s.
The population of Slovakia is 5.4 million. Ninety percent of the population
has access to drinking water services.
Fifty-eight percent of the population
has access to wastewater collection systems.
In Slovakia, the Ministry of Environment is the authority for water management. Municipalities are the responsible
bodies for drinking water and wastewater services. Water companies deliver
these services for municipalities in more
than 95% of the Slovak water market.
Only a small percentage of municipalities directly provide water and wastewater services.
Mary Monahan can be reached at (860)
263-5794 or mary.monahanburgess@aecom.com.

Call for applicants for
2012 Jennings Randolph
International Fellowship
Program (Mexico and
New Zealand)
The APWA International Affairs
Committee (IAC) is pleased to announce the call for applicants for
the 2012 Jennings Randolph International Fellowship Program. In
2011, four APWA members were
funded for study tours in Australia,
Mexico, and the Slovak and Czech
Republics.
It is the intent of the IAC to award
fellowships each year for APWA
members to travel to countries
with which APWA has formal international partnerships with other public works associations.
Applications are now being accepted for 2012 for the following
locations:
•

ICLEI-Mexico – generally one
national conference and twothree regional conferences
during the year

•

Association of Local Government Engineering New
Zealand Incorporated (INGENIUM – New Zealand) – June
2012

To be eligible for 2012 fellowships,
applications must be received
at APWA headquarters by
midnight on November 15,
2011. The successful applicant(s)
will be notified by the end of January 2012.
To access the Jennings Randolph
Fund Guidelines and the application form, click on this link (http://
www.apwa.net/About/International/) or contact Gail Clark at (202)
218-6732 or gclark@apwa.net.
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Fleet consolidation and centralization
Dennis R. Hogan, CPFP, CAFM
Fleet Services Manager
City of Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Member, APWA Fleet Services Committee
ver the course of my career I
have been challenged with
consolidating and centralizing
both a commercial and a public sector fleet. In both cases a high level
of preplanning and coordination were
necessary to lay the groundwork for
success. The intent of this article is to
provide a road map that can be used as
a guide to consolidating or centralizing
a fleet operation.

plementing a cross-functional team to
represent the stakeholders of customers
impacted by the consolidation. Some
of the key representation on this team
should include fleet management, purchasing, finance, and customer groups.

nization is supportive of that decision.
The reality is you may find some in the
higher levels of the organization that,
for whatever reasons, do not support
consolidation or centralization of fleet
functions.

Utilizing this approach allows stakeholders to have ownership of the new
processes that will be a by-product of
the consolidated or centralized function.

Preplanning and cross-functional
teams

Top-down support

Lack of support is generally a by-product of the assumed loss of control, or
unwillingness to change and support
change. Regardless, the support of the
majority of higher level staff will help
drive the behavior and outcomes you
desire.

The first step in developing a strategy
for consolidation is identifying and im-

When an organization makes the decision to consolidate or centralize the
fleet function, an assumption can be
made that senior leadership of the orga-

Hit the ground running or at least
jogging
Inherently we all want to run at breakneck speed implementing consolidation plans or centralizing a fleet. However, it has been my experience that
the harder and faster you run out of the
gate the more resistance you encounter
along the way.
The expectation is there will be a significant amount of cultural divide when an
organization is centralized or consolidated. The culture you encounter can
come from both customer groups and
staff. In consolidating both the Cedar
Rapids and Alliant Energy fleets, staff
were brought together from various
organizations into the Fleet Services organization. In navigating the cultural
environment to establish a baseline,
the best result is to find a balance between your expectation and the reality.
Discounting the history or staff who is
part of that history simply for the sake
of following your own road map may
prematurely doom your success as a
consolidated fleet.

Tools of the trade
Although this entire article could be
spent talking about the experiences I
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or others have had centralizing or consolidating fleet operations, if you do not
gain some tools and insight that you
can use then your time has been wasted.
Customer and Staff – Depending on
the degree to which you are consolidating or centralizing a fleet, your staff
and customers will be an invaluable
resource. When I consolidated and centralized the Cedar Rapids fleet I made
it a priority to have discussions with
the existing staff and primary customers. From a customer perspective this
process gave me an understanding of
what their expectations were, what issues they saw as most important, and—
most important to me—what I could do
to reassure them that this was the right
answer for our fleet. Discussions with
staff were more along the lines of what
have we done in the past, what my expectations were for the future, and how
they and their skill sets correlated to the
desired success.

Summary
Consolidating and centralizing a fleet
comes in different stages and levels.
Whether the task is a full consolidation, centralizing existing functions
or designing a fleet from ground zero,
there is probably nothing more rewarding than the success that comes with a
properly executed plan.

As a takeaway, the key to success is no
different than assuming responsibility
for any fleet—a well-developed and -executed plan is critical to your success.
Dennis R. Hogan created the first consolidated
and centralized fleet for the City of Cedar Rapids as well as directed the merger of the Alliant
Energy utility fleet. He can be reached at (319)
286-5860 or d.hogan@cedar-rapids.org.

Data – Gathering any and all available data is critical to level-setting your
operation. The approach I have found
most effective is to obtain and review all
data streams that are available. Key data
points I gathered for review included
fleet inventory, fleet cost, budget, staff
training and education, existing policy
statements, and fleet historical data.
Policy and Procedure – Definition
of the consolidated fleet operation is
managed through policy statements
and procedural documents. Accurately
reflecting your operational expectations
and guidance through policy and procedure documents provides the basis for
your fleet successes. Customers and staff
cannot possibly be a conduit for the
successful fleet operation if there is not
written how-to’s and guidance.
Success and Recognition – Identifying your success and recognizing your
staff will play a key role in continued
support for your goals and initiatives.
In the early stages of consolidation or
centralization, ensuring that staff and
customers are aware of the successes
you have achieved or the recognition
you have earned will go farther to solidifying your organization than any
measures you can take.
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Prioritizing work when short on technicians
Chuck Spratt, CPFP, Fleet Services Superintendent, Village of Wheeling, Illinois;
Dan Berlenbach, CPFP, Equipment Maintenance Superintendent, City of Phoenix, Arizona;
Dennis Hogan, CPFP/CAFM, Fleet Services Manager, City of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and member, APWA Fleet Services Committee

leet managers face many challenges throughout the work day
that push their ability to be a logistician as well as a professional
manager of a process. One of the most
trying challenges we face is meeting
customer needs and expectations when
our staffing levels are not at optimum
levels. And it never fails that demand is
highest when staff is at the lowest level.
So what is a fleet professional to do?

What is the priority?
Determining your highest priority is the
first step in understanding the nature of
what needs to be accomplished first. According to Chuck Spratt, Fleet Services
Superintendent, Village of Wheeling,
Ill., prioritization and timely delivery
of service are both essential parts of any
municipal fleet maintenance operation.
However, the changing priorities of the
entire organization will often dictate
the priorities of the fleet operation, so
you must remain flexible.
Determining your first priority can, in
most cases, be a direct reflection of the
demographic of your customer base.
First priority generally goes to public
safety or emergency response equipment as that has the most direct impact
on citizens’ lives. Comparatively, the
impacts of a downed front-line fire rig
or police patrol unit outweigh the potential impacts of a downed snowplow
or street sweeper.
But how do you define high priority
when you do not have responsibility for
public safety vehicles and equipment or
you currently have none of those units
downed? This is where discussions with
your customers, and preestablished Service Level Agreements (SLA), will be
most beneficial.
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Dan Berlenbach, the Equipment Maintenance Superintendent for the City of
Phoenix, Ariz., offers the following cautionary advice: Make sure you verify a
priority is truly needed. If you have established service levels (ideally through
SLAs), knowing the priority will not be
a problem. And if it is an emergency,
your organization’s Emergency Operations Center will help with priorities
also. More than that, you may want to
ensure that the request for priority is
coming from a sufficiently high level in
your customer’s organization and it has
been verified.
Remember: When everything’s a priority, nothing’s a priority!

Staffing shortages
As fleet managers, we know there are
many things that drive shortages in
staffing levels. Some of the more prevalent drivers are:
•

Having a mature staff that have all
been with the organization many
years and have accumulated five or
more weeks of paid time off.

•

Flu, other outbreaks of sickness, or
family emergencies that force your
employees to miss work.

•

On- or off-the-job injuries that require employees to be off work
completely or on limited duty.

•

Acts of God like snowstorms, tornadoes, flooding, or extreme heat or
cold. These events can cause your
organization to operate in an emergency mode and may require you
to redirect your staff to perform
other tasks or split into multiple
shifts that run 24-7.

•

Terrorist attacks on a community
(many lessons have been learned
about the critical role that fleet
maintenance organizations played
in the Oklahoma City bombing
and the 9/11 attacks).

All of these can impact the level of staff
you have available to react to and successfully accomplish the priorities in
your shop.

Successful strategies
There are far more resources available
than just the number of staff members
you have on shift that day. Identifying
those resources and utilizing them will
provide the best tool in your tool box
for meeting the priority expectations of
your customers.
When the priorities arise, ensure you
consider all resources: overtime; outside
labor/vendors; personnel in other shops
or skills; supervisory staff (who don’t
usually turn a wrench but still can); and
reprioritization of jobs.
For example, Technician A is pulled
off his current job and reassigned the
“high-priority” job. Also, don’t forget
that when times are tight you sometimes have to take your people off the
big jobs in order to get the smaller jobs
out. If the engine replacement won’t go
out for another week anyway, chances
are that pulling the tech off that job
could get five smaller jobs out the door.
In times of heavy workload and reduced
staff, a fleet operation must adopt some
of the characteristics of a military MASH
unit. You need to have someone (or several people depending on the staff available) conduct a triage of all vehicles and
equipment needing service. During this
time, many different factors come into
play and you need to determine:

•

Is there really a problem? Verify the
complaint.

•

If there is a problem, is this vehicle
really mission-critical?

•

Is there another vehicle available
that can do the same job?

•

If there is a problem, this particular
vehicle is mission-critical and there
is no spare available, can this vehicle or equipment still perform its
task safely with no risk to its operator or the equipment itself?

During the Flood of 2008 the City of
Cedar Rapids relied heavily on a set
guidance of triage for repairs. Operating from maintenance tents for weeks
with limited resources forced our organization to centralize a quasi-call center
and Emergency Operations Center. All
requests for maintenance were reported
to one location and maintenance crews
were dispatched as needed to various locations throughout the city.

In the end, leadership is key
Although you can plan and do your
level best to keep everything rolling
and your customers happy, the reality
is that mechanical equipment breaks
down and it’s okay to have some vehicles down, whether for maintenance
or parts. That is what enables us to work
safely and efficiently.
There is most likely not going to be a
point in time that we are blessed with
all of the resources we need to operate
at a 100% ready available rate. We will
constantly be asked to do more with
less, or reduce our overtime budgets, or
not backfill that vacancy. In the end, we
are in our positions based on our ability
to manage a process and the resources
associated with that process as effectively and efficiently as possible.
Dan Berlenbach can be reached at (602)
262-7037 or dan.berlenbach@phoenix.
gov; Dennis Hogan can be reached at (319)
286-5860 or d.hogan@cedar-rapids.org;
Chuck Spratt can be reached at (847) 2796961 or cspratt@wheelingil.gov.
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The fleet professional’s role in emergency
management
David Gonzales, CPFP
Equipment Services Superintendent
Washoe County
Reno, Nevada
lood, fire, earthquake, tornado,
hurricane, man-made disasters,
acts of terrorism; any one of these
events may affect the part of the
country you live in. The massive tornado events that occurred recently in the
Midwest and the floods in the South are
perfect examples of this. If you are a fleet
professional, you have a responsibility to
be actively involved in the emergency
planning in the event that one of these
disasters strikes the area you live in. Your
fleet will be a critical part of any emergency plan. The assets you provide to
the first responders must be ready to go
at a moment’s notice. These responders
are relying on the safety, reliability and
functionality of the vehicles and equipment to provide the assistance they are
tasked with during an emergency.
Many governmental agencies take part
in emergency planning for their region, either through a managed emergency operations center or less formally
through interlocal cooperation. The ability of a region to respond quickly and efficiently is critical to the success of the
emergency plan in order to minimize
the impact on the citizens of that region,
both in loss of life and the overall cost
of the incident. FEMA Comprehensive
Preparedness Guide (CPG 101) contains
the fundamentals for writing emergency
operations plans. Once emergency plans
are written, fleet managers must help
to implement the plans during a crisis.
The following are four elements for fleet
managers to consider when preparing
and executing emergency plans.

Ability to respond to a variety of
scenarios
If you could plan for the next disaster in
your area, what would that be? The ability to predict the next emergency is next
to impossible, which is why you need to
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The Truckee River channel through downtown Reno during the flood of 1997

be able to respond generally to the types
of emergencies that are most likely to occur in your jurisdiction. In the Midwest
that might be tornadoes. On the west
coast it might be earthquakes. Regardless
of where in the country you reside, your
agency must be ready for whatever emergency comes your way.
If you have a regional emergency operations center, it is critical that as a fleet
professional you actively participate in
the planning and training that takes
place. Typically this training will include
an introduction to, and training in, the
Incident Command System, or ICS. This
is defined as the standardized on-scene
emergency management concept specifically designed to allow its users(s)
to adopt an integrated organizational
structure equal to the complexity and
demands of single or multiple incidents,
without being hindered by jurisdictional
boundaries. Your expertise will likely
be best utilized in the Logistics Section,

defined under the ICS as the organizational section that provides all incident
support needs. The Logistics Section
includes facilities, communication, supplies, food and medical service and the
two areas most closely associated with
public works: transportation and equipment maintenance and fueling. Both are
part of the Ground Support Unit which
operates under the Logistics Section on
very large incidents that require a great
deal of equipment.

Advanced partnering with other
agencies in your jurisdiction
As a fleet professional, it is likely you are
a member of one or more professional organizations, be it APWA, RMFMA, NAFA,
or other local, regional or national organizations. If as a member you associate
with fellow fleet professionals in your
jurisdiction on a regular basis, you need
to be able to rely on their help in the
event of an emergency. It is very likely
that they will be affected by such an oc-

currence as well. In order for your area to
successfully handle an unexpected emergency event, it is of the utmost importance that advanced planning with your
counterparts takes place. This should
include knowing the assets your associates have at their disposal and that they
know yours. Sharing fleet inventory data
can be accomplished through file sharing or through your regional emergency
operations center. If your region coordinates their efforts through a web-based
product, such as WebEOC, this will make
information sharing much easier.
On a larger scale your region, if given
the opportunity, should take part in
regional training sessions. This can be
done through FEMA’s Emergency Management Institute (EMI) located in Emmitsburg, Maryland. This type of comprehensive training brings together all
of the regional agencies that would be
involved in the planning and execution
of an emergency response plan, based
on a reality-based emergency event that
is most likely to occur in your area. This
would hopefully be the closest you ever
have to come to a real disaster situation.

Know your resources and limitations, both equipment and people
As a fleet professional, knowing the assets you have at your disposal will significantly impact the success the first responders have in managing the outcome
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during the first phase of any emergency
situation. In order for them to do their
jobs correctly you must be able to provide the correct vehicle or equipment for
the job. Additionally, you need to be able
to determine whether or not you have
the equipment that will do the job safely
and efficiently. If you don’t, it is your responsibility to know where to find the
necessary equipment.

outside agency such as FEMA, specific
and accurate documentation is required
to recover the costs incurred. Having a
fleet management software system with
the ability to track these costs is extremely important. This will make your
finance department’s job much easier
and will help maximize your agency’s
reimbursements.

Cost management

Taking a proactive role in the event of
an emergency is not something that
fleet professionals have traditionally embraced. But your expertise is critical to
your community in the event an emergency occurs. No one else in your organization knows better than you what
vehicles and equipment will be available
during an emergency situation. I would
strongly encourage all fleet professionals to be involved in your jurisdiction’s
emergency operation planning. Participate in regional emergency operations
training whenever possible. Your ability
to provide the necessary assets when an
unexpected emergency occurs may very
well be the difference between losing
and saving lives.

Finally, when the hard work has been
done and the emergency is over, you
need to be able to account for the costs
associated with the services you have
provided, both equipment and personnel. If your emergency is a natural disaster, with cost being reimbursed by an

David Gonzales is the fleet manager for
Washoe County and serves as the Ground
Support Unit Leader for the Regional Emergency Operations Center. A member of
APWA’s Nevada Chapter, David can be
reached at (775) 328-2121 or dgonzales@
washoecounty.us.

If you are faced with an emergency that
requires your equipment for an extended period of time, it is equally important
that you understand your human assets.
You must be able to provide service support for the equipment being used, including in the field maintenance and
fueling. In order to do this, you need to
know which of your technicians have
the ability to work under stressful situations. Simply knowing who you can
count on will eliminate the potential for
unexpected breakdowns or incomplete
repairs being done to the equipment you
are providing.

THE ROAD TO DENVER
The 2011 APWA International Public Works
Congress & Exposition will take place in Denver,
Colorado, September 18-21. In each issue of the
APWA Reporter we’ll highlight one of Denver’s
unique attractions. Denver is a great city and our
annual conference will be a terrific show!
The Cherry Creek shopping and dining district is a 16
city-block area with more than 320 upscale galleries, boutiques, restaurants, salons/spas, and Fillmore
Plaza. Fillmore Plaza is home to numerous community events including Films on Fillmore and the Cherry
Creek Arts Festival.
The Cherry Creek neighborhood is also home to Manley and Pulaski Parks, the Cherry Creek bike path,
and the East Seventh Avenue Parkway, all part of the
parks and recreation network of the City of Denver.
(Photo credit: Steve Crecelius and VISIT DENVER)
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Reducing the cost of operations
by insourcing
J.D. Schulte, CAFM, CPFP
Fleet Manager
City of Moline, Illinois

hen most organizations
are understaffed already,
asking for more work does
not seem like the best approach for success. At the City of Moline we look at more work as a blessing,
not a burden. Continuously looking
for ways to stretch precious tax dollars
has helped our Fleet Services facility become more efficient along the way and
help a few other agencies to boot. In
2004, we converted our Fleet operation
to an internal service fund with a caveat
that allows us to serve as an enterprise
fund for agencies outside of the City of

Moline. At the time, no one in our department realized how beneficial that
decision would become.
As a part of the annual budgeting process, the activities and services that are
under the Fleet umbrella are separated
into individual performance centers.
The cost of each activity is then broken down to provide a fully-burdened
hourly labor rate, the necessary markup
for parts processing, the actual expenses
involved in coordinating outsourced
work, the required cost for the use of the
drive-thru truck wash, and so on. This
type of detailed expenditure tracking al-

lows departments to see exactly where
their dollars are being spent and what
the true cost of owning and operating
a vehicle or piece of equipment really
is. The additional value for the City of
Moline comes from being able to then
provide extremely accurate pricing and
cost estimates to outside agencies that
are looking for a service provider.
If a department is considering the possibility of bringing in work from other
agencies, the first step should be to
evaluate the current workload to determine if your operation has the time
available in the schedule to perform the
additional work. One of the best ways
to accomplish this is through an equipment audit; you’re then able to determine the necessary number of manhour equivalents needed. APWA has an
inexpensive guide for equipment classification called the APWA Equipment
Code Book. This will help you categorize
your equipment into classes. Once that
is completed, then a man-hour equivalent for each unit can be recorded. The
United States Navy has a very good
tool to use for determining the necessary man-hour equivalents needed for
the equipment in your fleet. It was produced by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command and is a guide for Management of Civil Engineering Support
Equipment called NAVFAC P-300. This
document includes a variety of maintenance and transportation equipment
tools. Following the instructions in Appendix G provides a step-by-step framework to determine the hours necessary
to provide services for the life of each
unit in your fleet.
As a provider of services for an entire
municipal fleet, the City of Moline is
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fortunate to have a group of talented,
broadly-experienced, journeyman-level
technicians in our employ. It is important to have high-skilled techs, but it is
just as important to have them working on tasks that require those abilities.
Having capable technicians is a great
benefit, but as years of service and pay
grades increase, it is important to keep
these technicians performing tasks that
justify a high rate of pay. Paying an EVT
to change fluids on a piece of grounds
maintenance equipment would not be
a wise use of tax dollars. After our Fleet
Services Division announced in 2004
that we were interested in working on
specialty fire and police vehicles for
other agencies, we gained a lot of interest. We are now servicing vehicles and
equipment for nine different agencies
and providing fuel to local agencies at
our central fuel island.
By allowing the agencies to bring their
specialty fleet vehicles to our facility for
maintenance and repair services, we

ing revenue stream from the insourced
agencies to offset the overhead cost
of the operation that was once solely
borne by the City of Moline. A true winwin for everyone involved, especially
the taxpayers.
In addition to his certification by APWA as
a Certified Public Fleet Professional (CPFP)
and by the National Association of Fleet
Administrators as a Certified Automotive
Fleet Manager (CAFM), J.D. Schulte is an
ASE Certified Master Automotive Technician, an ASE Certified Master Medium/
Heavy Truck Technician and an ASE Certified Service Consultant.
have assisted their taxing districts with
the opportunity to obtain cost-effective
services. This has a compounding benefit to our community as well. First, our
highly-proficient technicians are now
consistently working on tasks that draw
on their skills and utilize their abilities
to the fullest extent. Secondly, we have
added billable hours and a correspond-

An Illinois native, Schulte graduated with
honors from Wichita Automotive and Electronics Institute in 1984. Following an apprenticeship with Robinson-Lesline Buick
where he worked his way up the ranks to
lead technician and team leader, he moved
to Moline to embark on a now 21-year career with the City. He can be reached at
(309) 524-2380 or jschulte@moline.il.us.

The road is clear
for an affordable,
complete weather system.

Vaisala Guardian Road Weather Information System

Weather or budget – which one’s the bigger challenge for your agency?
Consider both solved, whatever your resources. With Vaisala Guardian, your decisions will be
guided by real-time information of pavement temperature, accumulation of water, frost, ice, slush
and snow as well as road surface friction – and video for full knowledge of your road. Just install your
non-intrusive Guardian so that it can see the road surface, and start deploying your maintenance
more effectively. The road is now open to drive in all the benefits of accurate information.
To learn more, contact us at sales@vaisala.com and visit www.vaisala.com

www.vaisala.com
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The Indiana East-West Toll Road and the
origins of the Chicago Skyway
Louise Nelson Dyble, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
Michigan Technological University
Houghton, Michigan
Member, PWHS Board of Trustees
he Federal-Aid Highways Act in
1956 not only inaugurated the
largest public works project in
American history, but it also established a clear and consistent system
for its planning and administration at
the state level. In recent years, as federal funding for highways has lagged
and “public-private partnerships” have
gained popularity, local and regional
agencies are increasingly taking the
initiative in providing transportation
infrastructure and turning to tolls and
fees for funding. The history of the Indiana East-West Toll Road and the Chicago Skyway, which just preceded the
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Interstate system, suggests some of the
pitfalls of the sort of decentralized system of highway decision-making that
prevailed before 1956.
The mid-century turnpike boom was
well underway when Indiana committed to its toll-funded expressway
in 1951. Responding to the success of
high-speed routes in Pennsylvania and
elsewhere, members of the legislature
created an independent state-level commission. For potentially revenue-generating highways, this was the standard
approach. A score of states created new
agencies that had the authority to build

toll bridges and highways, often with
little accountability.
In Indiana, five appointed businessmen
worked behind closed doors with financiers, engineers and surveyors to make
plans for an East-West toll road. In
early 1953, Governor George Craig approved a general plan to connect with
the planned Tri-State Expressway south
of Gary, but the final route announced
a year later was very different. It cut
directly through Gary’s downtown, bisected Hammond, and ended at the
state line at Indianapolis Avenue where
it dumped traffic onto Chicago streets

in one of the most congested areas of
the city. It corresponded with the heaviest traffic, where motorists and truckers
“wanted” to go, based on financial consultants’ recommendations.
While Gary leaders objected vigorously
to the new route, the loudest protests
came from the Chicago city council.
“Indiana has been selfish in its planning,” charged one alderman, and the
city’s public works commissioner accused “engineers and bankers” of cynically exacerbating existing congestion
to maximize toll revenue. Although
Chicago passed a resolution of protest,
the financiers warned that any changes
would threaten the entire project’s feasibility. Expert consultants had determined the most economically viable
option, Indiana commissioners insisted, and “politics” would not come into
consideration.
Chicago officials pursued various means
of addressing the anticipated traffic disaster. State highway builders were uninterested in adding a southeast Chicago route to their long list of pending
projects, and the newly-created Illinois
Toll Highway Commission ruled out
all urban projects due to the high cost
of land acquisition. City leaders had to
take action directly and finance their
own highway. The Calumet Skyway,
soon renamed the Chicago Skyway to
make its destination obvious to visitors,
was the result. The eight-mile span was
completed in 1958 and soared over the
Lake Calumet port and industrial area,
funneling motorists toward downtown
and the Loop.
The Skyway turned out to be a major financial disaster. Traffic fell short of projections by nearly fifty percent from the
very first year. Deindustrialization and
population losses in the area contributed to Skyway problems, but so did a lack
of coordination and effective transportation planning. Redundant regional
toll roads and new interstate highways
both provided faster, cheaper options
for motorists. In 1963 the city defaulted
on Skyway bonds, and remained in default over the next thirty years.

Most major decisions regarding public works have winners and losers, and
highway routing is no exception. In
the late 1950s and 1960s, the power of
state officials to determine the form and
location of highways, often with little
local input, generated a backlash that
resulted in requirements for hearings
and studies. However, the origins of the
Chicago Skyway suggest that a decentralized process is not necessarily more
responsive to local interests and needs.
As decision-making for highways and
transportation infrastructure becomes
increasingly decentralized today, public officials should consider measures to
promote the accountability and coordination required to ensure cost-effective,
efficient systems.
Louise Nelson Dyble is an Assistant Professor of History in the Department of Social
Sciences at Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan. She is a member
of the Public Works Historical Society Board
of Trustees. She is the author of Paying the

Toll: Local Power, Regional Politics and
the Golden Gate Bridge (University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2009) and is currently
working on a new book on the history of
highway financing. She can be reached at
(906) 487-2189 or ldyble@mtu.edu.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you have been featured
in the APWA Reporter, why
not leverage this opportunity to
promote your product or service
with custom reprints?

Call our reprint
department at
(800) 259-0470 for
complete details.
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Operator/Shop Communication
Craig Croner, CPFP
Administrative Services Manager
City of Boise, Idaho

perators and technicians have
had communication issues
since the horse and buggy
days. Originally, the operators
of carriages were either owners or highranking employees and were perceived
as a higher social class than the blacksmiths who actually did the repair work.
This disparity often caused relationship
issues between the two groups of people. Over time, both sides have made
significant strides to understand that
each needs the other in order to accomplish their diverse goals. The two groups
have competing priorities, missions and
perspectives. Bridging this gap is absolutely crucial if those disparate missions
are to be successfully completed.
The sole purpose of any fleet maintenance operation is to support operators
with safe and reliable equipment that
will perform daily without any complications. In 2008 the City of Boise
centralized all fleet maintenance under the direction of the City’s first fleet
manager. Fleet centralization can be
very tricky and communication during
and after the transition period is vital
to the success of the program. Prior to
the centralization of Fleet Services, the
City formed a Fleet Advisory Team (FAT)
comprised of representatives from each
user department. This open forum setting afforded both sides an opportunity
to discuss various perspectives and interests during the centralization process.
Currently, the bimonthly FAT team
meetings provide an opportunity for
everyone involved to identify problem
areas and establish priorities. These
meetings are facilitated with respect
and mutual understanding with a common goal of providing a safe, reliable,
fuel-efficient and cost-effective fleet operation.
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While many suggestions have been
brought forward and adopted by FAT,
one of the most successful was the implementation of operator feedback to
the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance procedures. This operator feedback is solicited in various ways. First,
a poster listing all the steps performed
during scheduled maintenance is posted in the shop foyer. These listings show
the checks and procedures that a City
technician performs during scheduled
maintenance. This contrasts the abbreviated versions touted by commercial
oil change facilities. It also counters
the operator’s frequent perception that
identical services provided by Fleet are
available commercially at less cost. Operators can see the differences between
scheduled maintenance performed by
City technicians versus the less-thanequivalent commercial services provided.

Second, pictures of all shop employees
are prominently displayed in the entryway to the Fleet Shop. These photos
list each technician’s ASE and other certifications as a way of publicizing the
unique qualifications of the City’s Fleet
Services staff.

Each mechanic’s picture accompanied by
their ASE and other certifications

Listing of the basic and full-service tasks performed during scheduled maintenance

Mirror “hang tag” placed in each vehicle after scheduled maintenance

Lastly, placing a signed “hang tag” in
each vehicle after a service has been
completed enhances the effect of the
technician pictures being displayed.
This hang tag indicates all the procedures and/or repairs that were performed along with the results. The tags
are always signed by the performing
mechanic and have a space for operator
questions and comments.
Using the pictures and the tag together
allows operators to identify technicians
and promotes the one-on-one exchange
of vehicle-related information. This ultimately leads to a more collaborative
relationship between operators and
technicians. It further promotes operator awareness of their vehicle’s condition and any subsequent future repairs
or maintenance that might be needed.
As visual communications are known
to be more effective than text, we utilize visual symbols of excellence as well.
Our three “100 Best Fleets” certificates
are proudly hung alongside our other
materials.

Boise City is proud of our three “100 Best Fleet” awards.

Another method we use to communicate with the operators and department
supervisors is via the City’s intranet. A
dedicated Fleet Services web page was
created that allows operators and their
supervisors to research Fleet Services
policies and regulations and any special
achievements attained by the Fleet Services staff. The page also includes seasonal maintenance tips for operators to
use as the year progresses and many reference links to other useful fleet-related
information.
At the entrance to the reception area,
the distinctly visible “Blue Seal of Excellence” poster is proudly displayed. This
designation is very rare for public fleet
facilities as it requires all technicians to
be ASE-certified. This recognition displays to all customers our ongoing commitment to excellence.

The FAT team serves other purposes
as well. Annual fleet charge-back rates
are calculated using APWA-approved
Activity Based Cost (ABC) guidelines.
As these rates are transparently calculated, the FAT team is the natural forum for emphasizing this transparency.
All departments can see they are being
equally treated and that the annual rate
structure serves to recapture only the
expenses incurred. This creates department ownership of the adopted fleet
rate structure and educates the department representatives on how the hourly rates and markups are determined.
Those representatives can then educate
their operators on the fairness of the
fleet rate structure and the advantages
to using Fleet Services as their one-stop
maintenance provider.
Another area that benefits from operator/shop communications is the procurement and upfitting of new vehicles.
Operators and their FAT representatives
are consulted prior to writing vehicle
specifications. This collaboration results
in cleaner, more accurate specifications
for vehicle procurement. After vehicle
delivery, operators are again consulted
before the upfitting process begins.
Their ideas for on-board vehicle equipment and signage design are used to assure proper, effective placement of onvehicle ancillary equipment and decals.
This helps operators feel as though they
are driving their own personal equipment leading to increased accountability and care of the asset. It also motivates the operator to think twice before
operating the vehicle outside its performance limits.
Notification of scheduled maintenance
is handled personally by the Shop Foreman and Crew Chiefs. Sure, it is easier
to allow the Fleet Management Software to automatically make these notifications, but the personal touch is appreciated and recognized by operators
as a signal that Fleet Services cares about
their vehicles. When these reminders
go unanswered, the Shop Foreman and
Crew Chiefs follow up with telephonic
contact.

Boise City’s Fleet Services proudly displays
the Blue Seal of Excellence as a communication aide.

Another forum for communication is
opened up when Fleet Services hosts
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vendor-instructed training and new
product introduction. For the Fire Department structural trucks we presented training covering the maintenance
of the aerial equipment and the water
discharge specialty items such as the
“Snozzle.” For the Public Works Department we provide maintenance instruction on Hydro-vac vehicles and camera
van setup and use. Ancillary and emergency equipment is demonstrated allowing operators to make suggestions
based on real-life experience. Police and
Fire emergency equipment such as radio, weapon mounts, emergency equipment lights and sirens are all explained
during these sessions.

ConCrete overlaYs.
BeCaUse tIme and moneY are
Both CrItICallY Important.

Concrete Pavement

Concrete Overlay

Full-Depth Reclamation

Cement-Treated Base

The Fleet Services team strives to utilize
all these varying events as opportunities
to improve communication between
technicians and operators. Management tabulates all operator comments
and responses monthly and uses this as
a basis for discussion and feedback during the FAT team meetings. Fleet Services is currently creating a “Survey Monkey” to send to each customer, thus
allowing them to provide confidential
feedback and promote the frankness of
operator input.

Concrete Overlay
Existing Asphalt or Concrete Road

Concrete Overlay

Why put up with the cost of resurfacing asphalt roads every few years? and
why put drivers through hours of traffic delays from repairs and potholes?
With concrete overlays over deteriorated pavement, you can economically
solve these problems overnight. after just one day, you have a concrete surface
that lasts more than 30 years compared to an asphalt overlay that needs
resurfacing every few years. to learn more, visit www.think-harder.org/paving.

TM

Don’t miss this opportunity

to advertise in the October “Winter
Maintenance” issue which will cover
topics such as snowfighting operations
equipment, snowfighting planning and
management, training a education,
and innovative technologies.
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The days of the horse and buggy are
long gone. With open, respectful collaboration, the days of miscommunication between operators and technicians
will be long gone also.
Craig Croner has worked in the fleet industry for 26 years and has managed private and public fleets since 1992. He has
been the fleet manager for the City of Boise
since 2008 and helped implement a rapid
centralization to the formerly decentralized city fleet. The City of Boise was recognized for the last three years as one of the
“100 Best Fleets” in the nation. Craig can
be reached at (208) 333-0984 or ccroner@
cityofboise.org.

The deadline to reserve space

is September 7; the materials are due
by September 9. Bonus: If you advertise
we’ll give you a free listing in our
“Products in the News” column.
Just call Amanda or Kristen at
(800) 800-0341.

New mandates for CDL and driver training
Gus Brown, CPFP
Shop Supervisor
City of Loveland, Colorado

imes have changed for our operators and our operations with the new CDL mandates. Operator accountability is higher than ever. How has this affected the
operator? Direct fines can be given to the operator; all
CDL violations against the operator are recorded in a database
and held for three years. This database is viewable by the carrier that they work for and also by carriers they apply to work
for. The mandates have also affected the medium duty fleet:
10,001 pounds or greater GVWR or combined GVWR. Operators need to be in tune to the vehicle and/or trailer they hook
up to on how the regulation affects them. Accountability, accountability…operators need to make sure their paper work
is in order all the time, and that pre- and post-inspections are
accurate and consistently performed. Changes continue to
come; in the near future there are changes coming to “hours
of service” and “physical cards.”

This isn’t the first time we’ve explored in the operator training area. In the past we have had numerous training sessions,
including air brake safety (along with how the vehicle weight
affects braking performance), tire safety, preventive maintenance inspection process, and diesel engine regeneration
emissions system and operation. Here’s a recommendation
when it comes to operator training: Have your technicians
prepare and present the training topic. I recommend building
the relationship between the technician and operator whenever possible. They both get a better understanding of each
other’s job responsibilities and difficulties.
Gus Brown can be reached at (970) 2962-3360 or browng@
ci.loveland.co.us.

I talked with several operators within our organization. The
questions I had for them were, “How have the new mandates
affected your days?” and “What do you do differently that you
didn’t do before?” The responses were: “I don’t do anything
different, it’s the same process as before”; “Worried about not
finding any defects to mark down”; “What’s a safety item and
what isn’t?” and, “I don’t see the value of the inspections.”
As you can see from the responses, the operators have several
different takes on the mandates. The mandates don’t just affect the operators. There are changes on the carrier operation
and fleet maintenance areas as well. Even though the mandates appear to be separate areas of responsibilities, they all
can have a negative or positive effect on each other. At the
City of Loveland we saw this as an opportunity to get involved
in operator training.
Training operators can be a positive experience and beneficial
to the vehicle condition. With the new mandates, our organization brought in a third-party trainer to discuss the regulations and individual responsibilities. From there we set out to
help the operator meet the requirements. We gathered more
detail in the different areas and shared the information with
the supervisors and then the operators. We discussed the proper way to fill out the DVIR, vehicle inspection process, proper
trailer hookup and inspection, and revisited the regulations.
We have had a positive outcome; the operators look to us for
the answers on the new regulations. The interaction will only
help with other parts of the operation in the long haul. We
also got involved in the local Motor Carriers Association to
keep up with any changes to the mandates. The plan is to
continue to train on the mandates yearly and pass along any
changes.
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Advancing transportation electrification in
Snohomish County, Washington
Allen M. Mitchell, CPFP
Fleet Manager
Snohomish County Public Works Department
Everett, Washington
uring the past few years, Snohomish County has taken a regional leadership role encouraging the adoption of electric
vehicles and charging infrastructure as
well as implementing alternative fuel
use such as biodiesel and ethanol. We
firmly believe electric vehicles are a part
of the answer in achieving national,
regional and state goals of decreasing
dependence on foreign oil and reducing
fleet vehicle emissions.

Chelan County’s Plug-in Center. The
data loggers were installed so Idaho
National Laboratory could collect electric-charging metrics. Concurrently, we
installed six charging stations at three
County facilities to provide ample opportunity to charge and operate in electric-vehicle mode.

Governor Christine Gregoire issued
Washington State Executive Order 0702 regarding Climate Change in early
2007 and it was followed shortly by
Snohomish County Executive Aaron
Reardon’s Executive Order 07-48, an
order regarding Climate Change and
Sustainability. This set a County goal
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by 2020 to 20 percent below year 2000
levels. The County joined the International Coalition of Local Environment
Initiatives (ICLEI). The Executive Order
directed the Public Works Department’s
Fleet Management Division (Fleet) to
use alternative fuels, biodiesel, hybrid
vehicles and plug-in hybrid vehicles,
and other County departments were directed to review energy use and green
building design among other directives.
Fleet also revised its policies to facilitate
the adoption of alternative-fuel vehicles
and implementation of emerging technologies such as GPS/AVL systems. Executive Reardon signed Executive Order
08-02C enacting those policies in February 2008.
Our foray into electric vehicles began
in the third quarter of 2008 when we
purchased and installed two Hymotion (A123 Systems) modules and data
loggers in 2008 Toyota Prius sedans
through a partnership with the Port of
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The pedestal style of installation

We also began attending meetings of
the Plug-in Hybrid Committee hosted
by King County’s Fleet Administration.
This group focused on the need of involving fleets, electric utilities, GridPoint and DOE’s Idaho National Laboratory staff in collecting data to show
whether PHEVs are feasible. The PHEV

Committee is currently finalizing a report of the regional experiences, findings and recommendations.
On behalf of the County, Fleet joined
the Puget Sound Clean Cities Coalition (PSCC) in 2007 and in 2008 and
began a pilot project of developing and
implementing the Evergreen Fleets Program. Evergreen Fleets was designed
by regional fleet managers and PSCC
to be a compilation of the best green
fleet management practices to aid fleets
in adopting green fuels, technologies,
and operational procedures; this is a
fleet equivalent of the LEED building
standards. The program awards certifications ranging from one to five stars
depending on the breadth and depth of
the technologies and best practices adopted by the member fleet.
In 2009, a Joint Resolution was approved by Executive Reardon and the
County Council, enabling the County
fleet to join the Evergreen Fleets Program and establish best sustainable fleet
practices. Snohomish County was one
of the first to be certified, achieved an
initial three-star certification in 2009
and increased it to four stars in 2010.
Also that year, the County received a
DOE EECBG direct allocation enabling
the installation of solar arrays and 20
charging stations at two County facilities in the first quarter 2011. As a result,
the County Administration Parking
Garage has power supplied by a 16.4
kW solar array supporting 16 level-two
smart-chargers from Shorepower Technologies. The chargers are designed
for use by the public and the fleet with
backup power supplied by the electric
grid. Our Cathcart Way Operations
Center has a 4.5 kW solar array and four
smart-chargers designed for use by the
County fleet.
We also partnered with Puget Sound
Clean Cities Coalition to apply for a
$15 million ARRA DOE Clean Cities
grant that was awarded in 2010. As a
subrecipient, Snohomish County is
building two alternative fuel stations
at two County facilities and nine EVSE
level-two chargers at three County park
locations. We also received partial funding to offset the costs of a dozen hybrid

The fleet facility with a small solar array on the left roof

vehicles added in 2010 and 2011. The
facilities are planned for completion by
October 2011.
An Ordinance related to the County
Growth Management Act was approved
in 2010 providing rules that allow development of electric vehicle infrastructure in Snohomish County. The ordinance provides guidance to the public
and contractors who may wish to expand electric vehicle supply equipment
(EVSE) within the unincorporated Snohomish County borders.
We have partnered with Snohomish
County PUD#1 as EVSE is deployed
within the county. They are moving toward a smart grid system that will allow
smart metering of EV’s power demand
creating a market-based opportunity for
the EV commuters of the twenty-first
century.
Recently, the County was invited to
join the Washington State Department
of Commerce’s Task Force on Plug-in
Electric Vehicles to promulgate policies
and develop a statewide road map for
electrification of transportation. Several
state departments, vehicle manufacturers, EVSE suppliers, utilities, educational
institutions and national laboratories
have joined in efforts to make Washington State a leader in transportation
electrification.
The County’s current challenge is procuring more vehicles to efficiently use
its new equipment. Fleet ordered five

Nissan Leaf electric vehicles, which enable the County to qualify to receive
five chargers supplied by ECOtality in
2011. These level-two chargers will be
installed by the end of 2011 at our Arlington and McDougall vehicle maintenance facilities. The County has been
operating electric forklifts, manlifts and
utility trucks for many years, but we
plan to expand by purchasing electric
vans and pickups as more manufacturers release EVs.
With use of electric vehicles and development of electrical charging infrastructure, alternative fuel vehicles and
alternative fuels, the County is reducing foreign oil dependency, lowering
its overall fossil fuel consumption and
costs, and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions—all beneficial efforts.
Allen M. Mitchell can be reached at (425)
388-6061 or allen.mitchell@co.snohomish.
wa.us.

Part of the solar array on the roof of the
Administration Building
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Eco-Driving/Modifying Driver Behavior
Bob Stanton, CPM, CPFP
Director, Hillsborough County Fleet Management
Tampa, Florida
Former Director, Polk County Fleet Management
s fuel costs rise, how can a local government, whose services must continue based on the
needs, sometimes emergency
needs, of their citizens, mute the impact
of fuel costs, especially when those costs
rise uncontrollably?
By only reading industry publications
one might presume fuel conservation
success can be achieved by technology
alone through the use of alternative fuels, hybrid or all-electric vehicles. The
Clean Air Act of 1990 certainly steered
governments in that direction and now,
20 years later, it’s clear that legislation
failed to achieve tangible results. Gov-
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ernments at all levels nationwide have
collectively invested billions in technology which at best has yielded marginal
fuel conservation success and, at worst,
the technology, hardware, and vehicles
have been scrapped, at enormous cost.
A negative return on investment (ROI)
is certainly hard to justify for any organization, public or private.
Like many others, Polk County dabbled
in the technology du jour, hybrids, small
electrics, other fuels, with mixed results
that typically achieved an unsatisfactory ROI.

In the summer of 2008 as fuel costs rose
to historic levels, the clarity of two alternatives became evident. Government
fleets can’t take the same steps as private
fleets such as reducing their inventory
of vehicles, adjusting routes or consolidating trips. As fuel costs rise, governments can either accede to the increases
and cut expenses in other areas, or take
proactive and perhaps dramatic steps
to conserve fuel. This is the approach
taken by Polk County.
Polk County already had an idle awareness program in place. We were downsizing vehicles and engine sizes and
assuring vehicle utilization was maxi-

mized by monitoring utilization and
repositioning or retiring vehicles that
failed to meet utilization criteria. In
the summer of 2008, Polk County went
where few other fleets have gone, to our
drivers.
All studies show the largest single contributor to fuel use and/or conservation
is the driver. Polk County decided the
quickest route to meaningful fuel conservation was to target driver behavior
and modify it where possible.
A three-pronged approach was used to
modify driver behavior. We limited the
maximum travel speed of on-highway
vehicles to 55 mph, developed an inhouse Eco-Driver training program to
train/reinforce/promote driving habits
proven to reduce fuel consumption, and
in order to assure driver buy-in, added
an incentive program to allow employees to share, monetarily, in their own
conservation success.

55 MPH Restriction
Speed is a huge factor in fuel consumption and vehicle efficiency. Countless
studies, both public and private, document the differential in fuel use at various speeds. Although the study results
vary slightly, they all reach the same
conclusion about the efficiency benefits from operating a vehicle at 55 mph
compared to higher speed operation.
Most agree that operating a vehicle at
55 mph vs. 65 mph yields a 15% fuel
economy advantage.
Polk County is as large as the State of
Rhode Island and our fleet operates over
14 million miles/year. The potential
benefit from slower speed operation was
clear. Because safe vehicle operation is
paramount in any vehicle-related decision, we consulted with the Sheriff’s office and the Florida Highway Patrol to
verify that such a reduction in speed, for
a fleet our size, wouldn’t pose an undue
hazard to fellow motorists. Both agencies approved the plan.
As a further advance measure, we conducted informal travel time studies on
various roadways to assure the limitation wouldn’t impede the productivity
of our employees. We found the time
differentials amounted to mere seconds.

We affixed decals to the rear of our vehicles to alert fellow motorists that the
County is observing 55 mph speeds to
hopefully send them a message that we
are taking extraordinary measures to
conserve fuel. The decal also serves as
a self-policing device that reminds our
drivers that 55 mph is the limit.

Eco-Driving
The driver is the greatest single factor
influencing fuel economy. According
to Bridgestone’s Real Answers Magazine,
Volume 13, Issue I, up to 35 percent of
a vehicle’s mpg is directly attributable
to the driver. We endeavored to modify
our drivers’ behavior behind the wheel
by developing an in-house Eco-Driver
training program to educate our drivers about the simple driving techniques
that result in tangible mpg improvements. With simple modifications, a
driver can have a huge impact on the
efficiency of the vehicle they’re operating. Our program draws heavily from
County statistics and from Ford’s webbased “Driving Skills for Life” program.
Eco-Driving has been embraced worldwide. There is no shortage of source material from which to develop a simple
one-hour training program to implement County-wide. The training was
conducted at various convenient locations during the employees’ workday
and, because the program took only
an hour to present, it didn’t represent
a large investment of time especially
when considering the potential payback.

Employee Incentive
Did I say payback? How do you achieve
and promote employee participation in
a program like this? Fortunately Polk
County employees are excellent. They
understand their responsibility to the
taxpayer and generally adopt those
things that management feels are important facets of their jobs. We went one
step further, however, and implemented
a program that allows our employees to
share in their own mpg success.
The County created an employee fuel
conservation incentive program. To
participate, drivers completed the Eco-

Driving skills training program and
signed a simple one-page contract agreeing to adopt and practice the techniques
learned. Further, the contract included a
stipulation that if the driver is involved
in a preventable crash, their participation in the program is terminated. It’s
presumed if a preventable crash occurs,
the employee was probably not observing the Eco-Driving principles.
In return, the County agreed to monitor their mpg over the one-year contract term. If the driver’s mph improved
greater than 5%, the County would split
the fuel savings with them on a 50/50
basis. Although the average potential
payout from this program was $100$150, one driver received $450!
Not all drivers were eligible for the program. For example, drivers of emergency vehicles and transit buses, because
they slip-seat so often, were not able to
participate.

Results?
Over the two years since implementation our results are as follows:
•

Fuel consumption reduced by
13.4%, or 636,000 gallons

•

6.2 million lbs. of carbon reduced

•

Preventable accidents reduced
by 22%

•

Crash damage severity reduced
by 35%

These results are irrefutable. The overall
hard-dollar savings seen by Polk County
due to these incentives has exceeded
$1.5 million. The cost of the program
was minimal. Beyond the $800 decal
cost and the one-hour training time, the
program has cost the County nothing.
Even the incentive payouts came at little cost. The incentive payouts originated from dollars saved vs. dollars spent.
As a result of our success, the Polk
County School Board adopted the 55
mph restriction last May and the Florida Department of Transportation is currently studying the program for statewide adoption.
Bob Stanton can be reached at (813) 7445580 or stantonr@hillsborough.org.
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Fixed Fuel Price contracts: a “networking”
success story
William W. Gauthier
Maintenance Manager
Fleet Services Division
City of Minneapolis, Minnesota
uring a Minnesota Environmental Initiative meeting
in 2004, I had the pleasure
of meeting two individuals
that would change the way the City of
Minneapolis would purchase fuel: Ron
Mundahl, Fleet Manager for the City of
St. Paul, and Denny Coughlin, former
Fleet Superintendent for the Minneapolis School Board.
During this meeting, we discussed the
use of biodiesel fuel in diesel-powered
units, storage problems, percentages of
biodiesel to be used, and possible engine problems we might run into. While
discussing these issues, Ron mentioned
that St. Paul was purchasing fuel under
“Fixed Fuel Price” contracts. Denny and
I became interested in how St. Paul was
buying fuel under Fixed Fuel Price contracts, so we set up subsequent “lunch”
meetings and, on the back of napkins,
calculated possible cost savings for the
City of Minneapolis.
Initially, I presented the concept of
Fixed Fuel Price contracts to the Fleet
Services Director, who thought it was a
good idea. Next, I presented the same
concept to the Purchasing Department;
they, however, were hesitant to pursue this method of buying fuel. Very
quickly it became apparent that a lot
of documentation and meetings were
needed before the Purchasing Department could move forward. Not to be
deterred, I set up training meetings with
the Purchasing Department and other
stakeholders, including local vendors
whose businesses consisted of purchasing fuel using Fixed Fuel Price contracts.
During these meetings it was stressed
that the number one reason to lock in a
Fixed Fuel Price contract is to set a budget. The result will be consistent fuel
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prices throughout the contract period,
regardless of the price changes in the
market. This strategy works very well in
a market that has increasing fuel prices.
In today’s environment, there are various pricing pressures that are causing
fuel prices to increase: political unrest
(Iran, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan, etc.),
world economic issues, devaluation of
the dollar, growth in emerging countries (China, Southeast Asia), crude oil
supply, and interruptions to the oil refining process.
It all comes down to your view of the
market and the age-old principle of supply and demand. Will prices stay the
same, decrease or increase? If prices are
going to continue to increase, a Fixed
Fuel Price contract needs to be executed.
By executing a Fixed Fuel Price contract
you have “locked” the price you pay per
gallon of fuel, regardless of the market
price changes per gallon of fuel. This is
on a monthly basis for a period extending up to 12 months. If you consume
more fuel than you have contracted
for, you pay the market fuel price (spot
price) for the volume in excess of the
contracted volume. Conversely, if you
do not consume your contracted fuel
volume, you pay or get paid depending on what the difference is between
market fuel price (spot price) per gallon
of fuel compared to the Fixed Fuel Price
contract price per gallon of fuel, times
the number of gallons not consumed.
Basically, a Fixed Fuel Price contract
locks in the price per gallon of fuel, for
one year, delivered to your fuel tanks.
This is very helpful when preparing fuel
budgets for the coming year.

In the past, fuel contracts only bid on
the fuel delivery price, which amounted
to a penny or two per gallon, and left
the much larger amount, dollars per gallon, to the daily spot price. Spot price is
sent out at 10:00 a.m. every day and is
the average amount paid per gallon of
fuel, until 10:00 a.m. the next day.
My argument was quite simple: If you
think locking in fuel prices once a year
(using a chart showing when fuel prices
are at or near their lows) is risky, how
risky do you think fuel prices changing
every day are? Not to mention that fuel
price increases in the past have made it
necessary for Fleet Services to ask for increases in the fuel budget at the end of
the year, which is not a good time to be
asking for more money.
The meeting and educational process
went on for quite awhile, and I kept
calling and checking with the Purchasing Department. Okay, I was a pest.
Then in 2006 I got a call from guess
who…yep, you guessed it, the Purchasing Department. They wanted to talk to
me about a pilot program. They wanted
to try a Fixed Fuel Price contract, with
unleaded gasoline. Purchasing had been
clearing the way by checking with the
City Attorney and Risk Management
to make sure everything was legal and
proper.
Now I had the Purchasing Department’s
approval, the Public Works Director’s
approval and the Fleet Services Director’s approval. With the help of the Purchasing Department, I prepared a Fixed
Fuel Price contract for unleaded gasoline. The Minneapolis Park Board and
Minneapolis School Board also joined.
As it turned out, not only did everyone know what the price for unleaded

gasoline was going to be for the coming year, money was actually saved, approximately $200,000.
The following year, biodiesel fuel was
included in the Fixed Fuel Price contract. Again, the fuel budget for the year
was constant and money was saved,
again approximately $200,000.
In 2008 a Fuel Consortium was put
together to see if fuel bought in larger
quantities would be beneficial. The
State of Minnesota, Materials Management Division offered to take the lead.
There are 74 members representing over
28 counties and cities participating in
this Fuel Consortium.
In 2011 the City of Minneapolis could
realize over $1 million in fuel cost savings by locking in fuel prices under the
Fixed Fuel Price contracts, not to mention the most important reason—knowing the yearly fuel costs are going to remain constant for budgetary purposes.

The Fuel Consortium is now called the
Fleet Managers and Buyers Group, which
meets quarterly. The group is looking at
ways to save money and become more
efficient and productive. One example
would be the “benchmarking” study we
are currently involved in.
Don’t forget this was all put in motion
by a few individuals sharing lunch and
taking notes on the back of napkins.
And that, my friends, is a true “networking” success story!
William Gauthier can be reached at
(612) 673-5738 or william.gauthier@
ci.minneapolis.mn.us.

New APWA staff
Abbey Russell has joined the
APWA staff as a graphic designer.
Her duties include graphic design
for the APWA Reporter magazine
and the Marketing Department,
print production, and contributing on other design projects.

Abbey earned
a Bachelor
of Fine Arts
degree with a
concentration
in Graphic
Design from
Kansas State
University.
As a minor, she also studied
American Ethnic Studies with an
emphasis on Native American
cultures. She was the advertising
production manager for K-State’s
daily newspaper and also was a
design intern at Sizewise Inc., a
medical equipment and research
company located in Kansas
City. Abbey enjoys cheering on
the Wildcats, trapshooting and
spending time with her twoyear-old niece.
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Community relations when there is
no money!
Gary McLean, CPFP
Public Works Fleet Manager
City of Lakeland, Florida

he economy is a mess. Revenues are down. Business is
not good. And of course, the
government is held responsible as a big part of the blame. It’s fair
to say that governmental organizations
now are under as much or more scrutiny than ever regarding efficiency, cost
effectiveness, reducing expenses, and
on and on and on. We in public works
especially are a classic target for that
scrutiny, in large part because we serve
and interact with the public continuously but may not communicate with
our customers or the public adequately
enough. So how do we maintain positive community and customer relations
when there’s no money?
Every operation, no matter how efficient, inevitably can be expected to
tighten their belts when there’s not
enough money to go around. With the
tendency to gravitate towards negative
news reporting, it’s up to us to solicit
methods of communication to let people know what we’re doing right, what
we’re going to be doing in the future to
become better or more effective, and
generally to provide a constant flow of
positive news and interaction. When
it comes to community relations and
communicating with the customer, the
City of Lakeland, Florida’s Department
of Public Works is working harder than
ever to improve in this area!
The City of Lakeland is a classic success story when comparing cities. Its
history is characterized by slow, careful
and thoughtful growth, conservative
management of its revenues, providing a high quality of life for its citizens,
and emphasizing customer service as
its number one priority versus the bottom line cost. Although Lakeland was
well prepared for the current economic
situation, many sacrifices were made
to insulate itself against the economic
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downturn, to include reduction of some
services, nominal layoffs, and pay freezes for its employees. With those challenges in front of it, Lakeland’s Public
Works team relies on getting in front
of the situation with proactive, constant contact and interaction with its
customers, and continuous communication through multiple media types.
These media sources, mostly at no cost
except for some hard work and sweat,
relay the story in our continuing efforts
to communicate with our customers.

•

The Lakes and Stormwater Division
employs many inexpensive advertising methods to educate citizens
about protecting our resources to
include graphic information on
street sweepers, information decals
on dumpsters, and even informative t-shirts worn by their employees. The division is literally a
walking and rolling advertisement
campaign.

•

The Fleet Management Division
utilizes
electronic
newsletters,
website information, and continuous face-to-face meetings with all
customers to address concerns, advertise improvement efforts, and
collaborate on vehicle issues. This
media blitz has greatly improved
customer confidence and resulted
in improved processes that save
dollars.

•

Seeking out the local newspaper for
positive publicity vs. waiting for
them to come to us looking for a
negative story. Our city’s newspaper
is tightly connected to us and they
are always looking for something to
put up in print that sells product.
The best way to ensure that those
stories emphasize the positive is to
go looking for the reporters before
they come looking for us. Every division in Lakeland Public Works has
sought out and used the power of
the press to spread the word about
new programs, improvements to
existing services, and our efforts in
saving money while maintaining
the current quality of life.

•

Participating as a speaker in the
Citizens Academy and Leadership
Lakeland programs as a means of
informing and educating future city
movers and shakers.

Examples of cheap or free media sources
used frequently by City of Lakeland include:
•

Numerous face-to-face meetings
with neighborhood associations by
the Solid Waste Division prior to
launch of their once-a-week automated residential waste collection
program. The town hall-style meetings practically eliminated negative push-back from customers as
residents got the answers from the
experts prior to start of the service
instead of the rumor mill.

•

An on-line price sensitivity survey
with solid waste alley customers
to determine the price point alley
customers would be willing to pay
for this “premium” service vs. the
more efficient automated curbside
collection.

•

Proactive outreach by the Construction & Maintenance Division by personally contacting all
residents due to be affected by road
maintenance prior to the work beginning. This outreach, whether
by a reverse 911 system or doorto-door, eliminates confusion and
strain by giving the citizen valuable
information up front before their
daily routines become altered.

•

Social media. One of the scariest aspects of employing Facebook, Twitter, etc., as an outreach mechanism
is the possibility of opening oneself to negative or unfair feedback
worldwide. Social media as a conduit for community relations can
go massively wrong if improperly
managed, but controlled, professional social media accounts can be
an extremely effective way to communicate with the community in
a very positive way. So far, City of
Lakeland Public Works social media communications have received
overwhelmingly positive feedback.

emphasis is fun and outreach. Each division in Public Works sets up in their
particular station, provides scavenger
hunt prizes for citizens, and informative displays and media. Public Works
employees donate their off-duty time
to meet and interact with citizens that
have questions about their division,
and also to have some fun with the various contests and scavenger hunt checklists. The event is always a huge positive
for the city, and even citizens that aren’t
necessarily happy with our efforts come
away from the event with a new appreciation for what Public Works does for
their quality of life.

The final test of community relations
bravery is to put oneself in the line of
fire with an annual event in the middle of downtown. Every year, City of
Lakeland Public Works presents “Public Works Night” smack in the middle
of downtown during May’s First Friday
downtown festivities. Public Works
Night coincides with APWA’s National
Public Works Week celebration, and the

The beauty of positive relations with
the community when there’s no money is that it’s truly easy once you get
started, but it’s a lot of work keeping
the momentum up to do it on a regular
basis. It’s easy to lose motivation when
you’re putting the word out and initially nothing worthwhile seems to come
from it. The fact of the matter is, if you
educate one customer as to what’s go-

Employees from the Solid Waste Division of
City of Lakeland Public Works eagerly await
citizens at their booth during the 2011 Public Works Night.

ing on that’s good or innovative or cost
effective, you have been successful. Stay
persistent, get out there, and spread the
word!
Gary McLean has nearly 30 years of private, military and local governmental experience in all aspects of fleet, from body
repair to heavy mechanic to supervisor to
manager. He can be reached at (863) 8348818 or gary.mclean@lakelandgov.net.
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Municipalities taking a fresh look at how
their fleet management programs function
Roger Thompson
Fleet Operations Specialist
Weston & Sampson
Peabody, Massachusetts
leet management is one of the
most vital services a municipality
manages. An effective fleet management program will not only
protect the investment a town or city
makes in vehicles and equipment, but
more importantly, will ensure its fleet of
motor vehicles are safe for the personnel operating them and that the fleet is
maintained in a high state of readiness.

The importance of fleet management studies
Many municipalities are realizing it’s
time to take a fresh look at how their
fleet management programs function.
Many towns and cities are using financial software in place of a true fleet
management software system, but these
systems do not have the capabilities to
manage a full fleet effectively.
Comprehensive fleet management studies are proving to be a more effective

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you
have been
featured in the
APWA Reporter,
why not leverage
this opportunity
to promote your
product or service
with custom reprints?

Call our reprint
department at
(800) 259-0470 for
complete details.
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An effective fleet management program will not only protect the investment made in vehicles and equipment, but more importantly, ensure a fleet of motor vehicles is safe for the
personnel operating them.

way to review a community’s existing
operations. A fleet management study
will thoroughly evaluate all aspects
of an existing fleet, and then provide
recommendations for immediate improvements in particular trouble areas.
The study will analyze staff and organizational structures, as well as business
practices. A comprehensive study will
also examine programs pertaining to
vehicle disposal and replacement, parts
management, and fuel management.
It can also look at the more specialized
aspects of a fleet management program,
such as “green” initiatives.
The recommended solutions can be
wide-ranging. For example, a municipality may be urged to implement a
more efficient and organized system to
handle work orders and maintenance

requests. Many municipal departments
report that personnel are often reluctant
to report minor problems with vehicles
out of fear the vehicles will be taken
out of service for an extended period
of time in order to address a backlog of
other minor problems. The solution for
this is to take a better approach to tracking and streamlining repair data, and
granting staff better access to information like mileage data, and vehicle use
and maintenance schedules.
Another solution a fleet management
study may recommend is to reevaluate
vehicle replacement policies. This can
involve a better approach to accumulating and assessing internally tracked
data related to repair, maintenance, and
operating costs.

A fleet management study may also
urge a town or city to rethink its approach to fuel and parts management,
the productivity of its mechanics, and
warranty management.

ment. The primary role of a centralized
fleet program is to provide efficient and
effective services to municipal departments, not to regulate their actions
when it comes to fleet management.

A more centralized approach

There are many benefits to a more centralized fleet management program,
including improved cost accounting,
better data collection, and less duplication of maintenance and repair efforts.
It will also allow each individual department to focus more on its core mission
activities.

One of the most extensive solutions a
fleet management study may suggest is
to implement a more centralized management program. For many years, it
was believed that the unique characteristics of each department within
a municipality meant separate fleet
management programs were necessary.
That way each department could track
its own assets, work on having its own
vehicles replaced, and pay for its own
parts and service bills. This often led to
situations where a municipality’s public
works department was unaware of the
most basic information regarding the
town or city’s fleet, particularly when it
came to costs.
Today, the prevailing trend is toward
municipalities consolidating fleet management programs under a city or town
manager. Municipalities are developing
garages for vehicles of every kind: emergency, fire, police, water department,
and sanitation. Space is often dedicated
to each particular department. For example, to properly accommodate a fire
department’s front-line engines and
front-line ladders, garages will feature
specially-designed bays. Storage space
designated for the department will
house fire apparatus.

The big picture
Paying attention to the finer details yet
understanding the big picture is the essence of fleet management. For some
municipalities, a comprehensive fleet
management study is the best way to
ensure a city or town is getting the most
out of its vehicles and equipment.
It goes without saying that effective
fleet management is of critical impor-

tance. Quite simply, the effectiveness
and responsiveness of a fleet is contingent about how well it is managed.
Roger Thompson is a former fleet manager
who has been providing fleet management
services for the past 24 years, including currently with Weston & Sampson. He has pioneered facilities programming and planning
services from an operational standpoint,
and assisted a wide range of state and local government clients in programming and
planning facilities and in evaluating and
reengineering fleet maintenance operations.
Thompson co-authored “Chapter 14:
Fleet Management (Facility Planning and
Design)” for the 2008 publication of the
American Public Works Association’s Public Works Administration manual. Additionally, he has written numerous articles
for trade magazines on facility planning.
He can be reached at thompsonr@wseinc.
com.

These all-purpose garages will feature
a staff of mechanics that specialize in
particular areas of expertise, such as
automotive or heavy equipment. Quite
often a support staff will work alongside the mechanics to ensure the garage
operates efficiently. This can include a
parts department supervisor or a shop
supervisor.
Consolidating fleet management programs does not mean a department
will volunteer its decision-making role
when it comes to vehicles and equip    August 2011         APWA Reporter
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Writing specs for winter
Bill Hills, CPFP
Supervisor, Public Works Fleet Maintenance
City of Overland Park, Kansas

he ideal specs for winter would
be 70 degrees and sunny but
most of us are not that lucky.
So we better talk about winter
equipment specifications.
Spec’ing the equipment is easy once
you figure out what you need. The following are some of the questions that
need to be answered before you start
writing specifications.
1. Location and amount of winter
weather. What part of the country do
I live in? Do I live down south where
we may get ice and an inch or two of
snow at a time a couple times a year? Or
do I live up north where we can expect
several feet of snow during the winter?
Can I get by just putting down deicing
materials or will I need to plow also?
2. City size and street width. Is my
city small with a few lane miles of streets
or are we a large city with hundreds of
lane miles? Are my streets single-lane or
multi-lane? A small city may be able to
get by with one-ton trucks, whereas a
large city may need tandem trucks.
3. As most snow equipment is
mounted on trucks, what will the
trucks be used for other than snow?
4. What will I be using to load my
snow trucks? A small city may only
have a skidloader or backhoe to load
with that may not be able to load a
high-sided truck.
5. How long do I want to keep
the equipment? Is it worth the extra
money to purchase stainless steel components over mild steel?
Once you have answered the questions
above, you can start thinking about the
equipment that you will need to write
specifications for:
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1. What type of bed do I need?
Can I use a v-box or do I want a combo
bed with the chain built in? What size
of bed do I need? Am I putting the bed
on a one-ton truck or a tandem truck or
something in-between?
2. Will I need a plow? If you need
a plow, what type of streets will it be
plowing—residential or multi-lane
thoroughfares or both? Do I need an 8’
front plow because I’m using a one-ton
or do I need a 12’ front plow with a 9’
rightside wing plow because I’m plowing a multi-lane road?
3. What do I need for cab controls? What type of operating system
will I need? If I’m just using a v-box
to put down material a couple times a
year I may only need to be able to turn
the v-box gas engine and clutch on/
off from the cab. If I have a full-blown
snow truck with all the plows and a centralized hydraulic system, I may want a
computerized ground speed-controlled
system.
4. Question three at left asks what
else the truck will be used for. Do
I need a dump truck? If so, do I want a
combo bed or a slide-in v-box? Or do I
need a truck to do a number of different tasks and do I want a hooklift truck
with many interchangeable bodies?
Now that you have answered these
questions you can start the easy part and
write the specs. What I’ve learned over
the years is that most snow equipment
is basically the same. So it is easy to
write a generic spec that most everyone
can meet. But you want to be specific
in asking for what you want. Don’t just
ask for a snowplow as the local hardware store may have a push snowplow
for doing sidewalks that could meet
your specs. You need to ask for what size

plow you want—width, height, weight,
what you want for a cutting edge, and
so forth. You need to be specific when
writing all your specifications so you
get what you want. One thing that I do
on our specs is add things that make
the job easier for everyone. If brand A
v-box has a ladder that I like better than
brand B’s, I write the spec for the ladder
around brand A’s. The dealer may build
you the ladder you want or take a variance.
Here in Overland Park, Kans., we use
a number of sizes of trucks. We have
one-tons with 8’ plows and 8’ v-boxes.
We use 36,000 GVW single axles with
combo beds, 11’ front plows, 8’ righthand wing plows, and ground speedcontrolled snow controls. And we have
58,000 GVW tandems with combo
beds, 11’ front plows, 9’ righthand wing
plows, and ground speed-controlled
snow controls.
Bill Hills can be reached at (913) 327-6658
or bill.hills@opkansas.org.

Spec preparation
for winter seasonal
equipment

• Curb guards might not need if in
rural area

Larry Campbell, CPFP, offers the following
suggestions for spec preparation for winter
seasonal equipment based on his experience
in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

• Supports for radius of plow and how
many needed

• Pre-wetting or anti-icing

• Snow deflector so does not go over
top of plow

• Pump type hydraulic or electric
bronze or stainless

Average snowfall for your area and type
of equipment questions for snow equipment

• Type of framing for supports and
thicknesses

• Volume for lane width

Underbody plows
• Thickness of Moldboard ¾” or
1” Thickness

• Understructure sills
• Bulk head ½ cab or full cab shield

• Skid shoes
• Blade shoe

Weight adding to front springs of
truck
How much does the plow weigh?

Liquid or granular type of material
• Tank size

Monitoring and control systems
• Manual levers and controls
• Fully automated system
• Material per lane width

Wing Plows

• Material per lane mile

• Stationary or adjustable

Questions you need to ask before
spec’ing

• Liquid used per lane mile

• Mounting heights if mounted to low
cannot use a 8” blade will touch all
the time

Where can we use this plow?

• Length of Moldboard 10’ or 12’

Front Plows and Type of Hitches

• Rural (mail boxes)
• City streets
• How many open lanes

• Rate liquid sprayed on granular
material
• GPS capturing all the above plus
• Underbody plow up/plow down
• Front plow up/down, angle

• Side of road berm

• Where unit has plowed and
not plowed

• Quick Hitches

• Do we need on both sides of truck

• Standard GPS tracking

• Tip Hitches

• Right side only

• Loop Hitches

• Left side only

• Bumper-axel Hitch

• Mounting where on side of truck
leaving open frame when ordering
chassis

Hitches

• QAS Hitch

Types of Plow
• Reversible plows
• Height of plow
• One way plow
• V Plow
• VX plow (one way and V plow
all in one)

Specs

• Size and length

Types of material spreaders
• V-box
• Tail gate spreader
• Life dump body conveyor down
middle of bed

Make sure frame size is strong enough
to handle all the different plows adding rate per bend

• Conveyor in front of bed for traction

Dump Bodies

• Dump tray for tail gate spreader

• Length of body
• Width of body
• Height of sides

• Width of cut

• Thickness of steel

• Moldboard thickness

• Type of steel

• Does it need trip springs

• Hardness of steel

• Moldboard angle

• Life body (conveyor)

• Pneumatic wheels

• Floor thickness material hauling and
use for the rest of the season

• Mounting of spinner and placement
• Type of material, stainless or steel

Each district/region and state will
be different from other parts of the
Snowbelt.
Larry Campbell, CPFP, is Fleet Management Director for the City of Fort Wayne,
Indiana. He can be reached at (260) 4275291 or larry.campbell@cityoffortwayne.
org.
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“I live next to a large reservoir in Florida, and the
drought is so severe that
both grass and weeds
have hardly grown six inches
this year. Yet, a crew has come
out twice this year already and
mowed mostly nothing. Large
areas of dirt are taking over.
Doesn’t anyone check the reservoir first to see if mowing is indicated? Every time they mow, the
dirt areas get larger, and reservoir browner. When it’s nothing
but dirt, will they then re-sod
the whole place? Is this supposed
to be job security, or what? I’m
getting very upset over this as
I have land directly over the
fence!” Sheila Ashlin Tibbs, Orange County, Florida
Sounds like we have a customer service issue here that has
probably not been addressed
to the proper sources. We, in
public works, are aware that there are
requirements for maintaining reservoirs and other structures, and mowing is one of them. It would be good to
know whether Ms. Tibbs has actually
spoken with anyone in public works
in Orange County about her issue. It’s
possible that the mowing has always
been on the same schedule and no one
told the mower to assess whether it was
necessary, with the drought, to mow as
frequently as in the mowing plan. I will
be sending her question to folks in her
county and am certain she will receive,
as always, a prompt and accurate reply.
Having a question such as this sent to
our organization indicates a couple of
things to me. One, the writer did not
do adequate research to get her question answered. In checking the coun60          APWA Reporter
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ty’s website, they have a great e-mail
tool, on the public works site, to report
just this type of problem. A response
would have already been received. Second, our residents do not know who
provides public works functions in
their areas. This points out our ongoing
struggle to make our residents aware of
who we are and what we do! We’ll all
have to keep selling our message.

“I’ve been hearing a lot
about something called
‘i-Tree.’ What is it exactly,
and will it help me manage our public trees any better,
faster, or cheaper?”
Believe me, you’re not the
only one who has been asking
about this uniquely named
tool. i-Tree is a suite of free
(yes—free) software tools from the U.S.
Forest Service that can be used to assess and manage street and other public trees. Using a variety of the i-Tree
software applications (such as i-Tree
Streets, Eco, and Hydro), public works
managers can do accurate cost-benefit
analyses of managing trees, understand overall safety risk levels, and
determine the amount and value of
stormwater mitigation, air pollution
control, and energy use reductions provided by your public trees. i-Tree Storm
helps you become better prepared for
severe weather emergencies and the results are accepted by REMA for woody
debris disposal reimbursement. Again,
these tools are free, and you can get
more information and download the
software and user’s manual at www.
itreetools.org.

“What’s the latest news
with Accreditation? Is it
still growing? Anything
new coming out?”

I love asking myself this question! The Accreditation program continues to grow at
a fast pace. More and more
agencies are working through the self
assessment, developing and documenting their policies, practices and procedures, and moving on to the Onsite
Evaluation by hosting a team for their
Site Visit. Just this fiscal year, we have
grown from 60 to 71! And an additional nine have been Re-Accredited. There
are also another thirty agencies working towards completing the process.
Yes, the program continues to grow
with frequent chapter- and branchsponsored workshops, national workshops, and onsite workshops taking
place all across the continent. Call me
if you’re interested.
The next big news is that the 7th edition of the Public Works Management
Practices Manual and the accompanying tracking software will be released at
the APWA Congress in Denver, Colo.,
on September 17! The new manual incorporates three new chapters—Code
Enforcement, Beaches, and Water
Treatment Operations—bringing it to
a total of 39 chapters of management
practices for all facets of public works
operations.
If you have been working towards Accreditation using the 6th edition of the
Manual, and have not signed a contract
to ensure that you continue in that edition, you will need to do so by October 15, 2011. The contract allows for
three years to complete the program, if
needed, and also has two options for
payment: Lump sum at signing date or
Installment, 50% at signing, and the
remaining 50% within 18 months.
Look for our booth at the APWA Congress & Exposition in Denver on the

exhibit floor. We’ll have folks around
to share their experiences with you and
offer support and guidance through
networking.

“Very recently it has come
to our attention that late
last year changes were
made to the ADA regulations regarding the use of truncated dome panels, a.k.a. ‘detectable warnings.’ In conversations,
it is typical to hear comments
that public works staff members
are surprised there was not any
coverage of the changes in various civil engineering publications. Did we just miss it or has
it really been ‘quietly un-mandated’ for ramps, and now only
required at transit platforms?”
Michael Sutherland, Parker, Colorado

Ask Ann
Please address all inquiries to:
Ann Daniels

Fax questions to: (816) 472-1610

Director of Credentialing
APWA, 2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64108-2625

E-mail: adaniels@apwa.net

Thanks for the question, Michael. The answer may point
out a good lesson for many
of our members in the Association! I am surmising that you were
expecting to learn of the changes from
an update to the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices. But, surprise!
It isn’t included there because it is an
Americans with Disabilities Act regulation. The 2010 Standards for State and
Local Government Facilities was released in September 2010 with March
2012 as their effective date. APWA did
provide information through a Click,
Listen & Learn held in December 2010.
I hear from many people that they
tend to disregard all the notices APWA
sends out regarding various programs
because they assume it doesn’t apply
to them. Second surprise! It very well
may. I do want to direct you to the
ADA website for the full regulation at
www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStan
dards/2010ADAstandards.htm#titleII. I
will also forward your concerns to the
Facilities and Grounds Committee as a
reminder to include any other accessibility requirements in their articles for
the Reporter. Thanks again.
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Products in the News

Cretex Specialty Products brings Hydra-Tite® Internal
Joint Seals to the sewer and stormwater markets
Cretex Specialty
Products, with 30
years history providing inflow, infiltration and exfiltration products, is
now the exclusive
source for HydraTite®
Internal
Joint
Seals for
your sanitary sewer or stormwater systems. The HydraTite®
Internal Joint Seal is a mechanical, trenchless remediation
for repair of pipe joints. The HydraTite® system consists of
a proprietary rubber seal which spans the joint and is held
in place by stainless steel retaining bands which are hydraulically expanded and locked in place with a wedge lock
design, eliminating all infiltration and exfiltration. Each
HydraTite® seal is custom made for each application to ensure complete compliance with project specifications. The
HydraTite® System is a recognized method of joint repair by
AWWA manual M28, and has been widely accepted and approved by municipalities and DOTs. Visit www.cretexseals.
com or call (800) 345-3764 for more information.

ARMOUR-SEAL chassis, frame and component
encapsulant
New undercoating
allows public works
departments to easily and safely treat
their trucks, vehicles
and equipment, all
in their own shop,
with minimal downtime!
ARMOURSEAL extends operational life cycles
by protecting frames and chassis components, such as diesel
tanks, oil pans, brake cables and wiring harnesses from rust
and corrosion damage caused by salt and chlorides used to
deice roadways. Apply with the air operated PISTOL-GRIP
Spray Gun. No Mixing! For more information call (800)
688-6221.
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Design-Build
Solutions from
ClearSpan Fabric
Structures
ClearSpan Fabric
Structures
provides design-build
solutions for sand and salt storage facilities, equipment
storage, waste management centers and more. ClearSpan
buildings feature spacious interiors without internal support
posts, which allow equipment and vehicles to maneuver
easily. With minimal foundation requirements, the structures can be permanent or temporary, and are easy to relocate. Made in the USA, they can be built to any length and
up to 300’ wide. For more information, call (866) 643-1010
or visit www.clearspan.com.

The green choice in
dog pollution now
gives you even more
choice
DOGIPOT introduces the
Aluminum DOGIPOT
Header Pak Junior Bag
Dispenser to hold DOGIPOT’s new line of OXOBIODEGRADABLE
DOGIPOT Header Pak Litter
Pick Up Bags (i.e., hanging
litter pick up bags). These
new items give customers more choice and the
Header Pak bags will fit all
major brands of hanging
bag dispensers. DOGIPOT
has the highest quality environmentally-conscious products
to help keep your dog-friendly areas free from unsightly,
smelly and harmful dog waste. There are DOGIPOT imitators in the market, but nobody is able to match DOGIPOT’s
experience, high-quality product line, world-class customer
service or value. Experience the DOGIPOT Advantage! Call
(800) 364-7681 or visit www.DOGIPOT.com.

SureDome detectable warning tiles
SureDome detectable warning tiles are the
ONLY truncated
dome that is manufactured to truly
last the life of your
sidewalk. Two types of fiber and advanced technology produce a product that once properly set in cement or mortar
will not come up, fade or crack. We offer a “Paver Panel”
that provides the look of individual bricks with SureDome
strength. Making your dollars stretch is vital in this economy! Visit www.suredome.com or call (865) 233-5680.

FINN Corporation announces new dealers
FINN
Corporation, a world leader
in the manufacturing of landscape
and erosion control equipment, announces the addition of several full-line
dealers for its HydroSeeders®, Bark Blowers, Straw Blowers,
MTS, and FINN Consumables and TRU-Mulch material and
product lines. The dealers are Road Machinery LLC, covering much of the Southwest U.S.; Martin Implement Sales,
Inc. of northeast Illinois and northwest Indiana; and TriState Bobcat, Inc. of Minnesota and upper Wisconsin. For
more information about FINN Corporation’s landscape and
erosion control equipment, please visit www.finncorp.com.

Tippmann Post
Driving Equipment
introduces side mount
adapter for driving
u-channel posts
The
Tippmann
Side
Mount Adapter fastens
quickly to all u-channel
posts ranging in size from
2 lb. per foot all the way
up to a 4 lb. per foot post.
Whether you are driving
an 8 ft. post or a 14 ft. post,
this adapter will allow you
to drive from a height you
are comfortable with and
your feet on the ground. This adapter is equipped with 11
sturdy attachment pins, which fit all major manufacturer uchannel hole patterns. The side mount adapter is then held
in place by a long retaining pin and clevis. Learn more about
this adapter as well as view online video demonstrations by
visiting propanehammer.com. Or call toll free for a free brochure: (866) 286-8046.

BULLHEAD Manhole Lifter from
Midwest Rake Company
The BULLHEAD All Steel Manhole
Lifter from Midwest Rake Company—a tool you just have to try! Heavyduty 3/4” hex shaft; dig-out spike; steel
leverage step; sure-grip handle; 36” overall length. Call us at (800) 815-7253 or
visit us at www.midwestrake.com.

Flink Company FSP Torsion Trip Snowplow
Flink
Company is proud
to introduce the
TT11PA396PP7GA torsion
trip edge snowplow. The newest in the line,
this 11’ wide, and
39” high moldboard has added features of seven gauge moldboard sheet,
ten ½” thick full vertical ribs, and six 1-1/4” pin connections. The push table is 124” long, top mounted reverse cylinders, with ½” lift chain. Available in multiple lengths and
heights upon request. Visit us at booth 855 at the APWA
Congress & Exposition.

TYMCO: Leading Manufacturer of Regenerative
Air Sweepers

TYMCO is the inventor and leading manufacturer of Regenerative Air Sweepers. We offer a variable high side
dump Model 500X that is effective in municipal sweeping
and heavy construction cleanup. Included with many standard features is a stainless steel hopper. The new Model 600
COMDEX features operator friendly ergonomics, and also
has excellent turning radius and maneuverability. TYMCO
with authorized dealers coast to coast—visit www.tymco.
com.
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Call Trimble at 1-888-728-2436,
visit www.weedseeker.com
or see your dealer
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Trimble Agriculture. The line everyone follows.

Eagle-Eye KC will catch the mistakes in your










most critical marketing tool: your website.
We bring you:
• 25+ years of proofreading and editing
experience
• An objective and thorough review of your
website content
• Low rates and fast service
(816) 807-2138

www.eagle-eyekc.com

kevin@eagle-eyekc.com






CULVERT REHAB

Energy • Federal
Transportation • Municipal
Higher Education
800.489.6689

Dig and replace
has been replaced.

www.seacon.com

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

Technical experts for Public Works planning
CEQA & NEPA Documentation
General Wildlife Biology
Cultural Resources
Herpetology
Botany
Fisheries Biology
Wetland Delineation
Paleontological Services
GPS & GIS Mapping Services
SALES: INFO@CONDORCOUNTRY.COM
OFFICE: (925) 335-9308
CERTIFIED DBE/WBE/SBE

411 FERRY ST., SUITE 6
MARTINEZ, CA 94553-1145
WWW.CONDORCOUNTRY.COM

Traffic, Parking & Signal Products
Yo u r
OneShop

FREE
CATALOG!
800.236.0112 www.tapconet.com
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Online Stormwater
4-Hour ESC Training
Endorsed by NY State DEC

www.JRFAtraining.com

The Strongest, longest lasting, Cement based
ADA approved Detectable Warning Panels
made! Manufactured in TN, LA & AZ for
convenient shipping!! Priced Right to Stretch
Your Limited Dollars!
Call 865-233-5680 for information that WILL save
your department time & Money!

HN_APWADir2011.qxp

11/5/2010

888-682-9010
sales@henkemfg.com
Clearing the Way for over 90 years
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Geotechnical Engineering, Construction Materials
Testing & Observation, Environmental Sciences
Office Locations: Centennial, Colorado Springs, Longmont
Phone (303) 337-0338 Fax (303) 337-0247 Website www.geocal.us

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

Engineering and
Construction
Services for
Municipalities

Highest Quality Buildings
Accu‐Steel has over a decade
of experience providing high
quality buildings.
Ideal for storing corrosive
deicing materials!

1‐866‐987‐2534
www.asiCoverBuildings.com

Phone: 816-333-9400
busdev@burnsmcd.com

preservation not in
your budget?

can you afford to wait?
time is running out on your investment!
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A World Leader in Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture • Planning
Urban Design
www.swagroup.com

Warning,

Rec onstr uction notic e
will be issued!
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Asphalt Preservation
Ice Prevention
Environmentally
Sound Practices

101203 APWA Reporter BC 2-125Wx2-3125H.indd 1

12/3/10 5:01 PM

Call: (800) 747-8567

geeasphalt.net/apwa

Your ad could be here!

Call Amanda or
Kristen at:

800-800-0341
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UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

International Public Works Congress & Exposition
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Sept. 18-21
Aug. 26-29
Aug. 25-28
Aug. 17-20
Aug. 30-Sept. 2

Denver, CO
Anaheim, CA
Chicago, IL
Toronto, ON
Phoenix, AZ

North American Snow Conference
2012
2013

Apr. 29-May 2
Apr. 7-10		

Milwaukee, WI
Charlotte, NC

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 20-26, 2012

AUGUST 2011

17

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Stormwater Manager
Certification Study Guide Part 1” (Rebroadcast), (800) 848APWA, www.apwa.net

22

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Public Infrastructure
Inspector Study Guide Part 2” (Rebroadcast), (800) 848APWA, www.apwa.net

Always the third full week in May. For more information, contact Jon
Dilley at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to jdilley@apwa.net.

4

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “How To Train Your Fleet”
(Live), (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

11

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “How To Be FEMA Ready
When Disaster Hits” (Live), (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

15

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Public Infrastructure
Inspector Study Guide Part 1” (Rebroadcast), (800) 848APWA, www.apwa.net

SEPTEMBER 2011
18-21

2011 APWA Congress: The Best Show in Public Works,
Denver, CO, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Public Fleet Professional
Study Guide Part 1” (Rebroadcast), (800) 848-APWA, www.
apwa.net

27

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Selection Success” 		
(Rebroadcast), (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

16
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